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SUMMARY 
Robot manipulators are traditionally designed with 
structurally rigid links in order to simplify their control 
algorithms. A manipulator with flexible links has the 
advantages of higher speed and lower cost, but the 
structural vibrations in such a manipulator must be suitably 
controlled. One way of accomplishing this is to implement a 
control strategy which uses active control to handle 
low-frequency oscillations, and a passive damping mechanism 
to attenuate high-frequency vibrations. Such a system is 
well suited for inexpensive low order controllers that use 
relatively long computer cycle times. 
This thesis presents the design of a lightweight three 
degree-of-freedom SCARA type robot arm that is intended to 
be controlled by a combination of active and passive means. 
The links of the arm are treated with a passive damping 
mechanism that uses a constrained viscoelastic layer to damp 
high-frequency vibrations. The arm has a total weight of 60 
kg ,a rated payload of 30 kg., and a maximum reach of 68 
inches. The arm design incorporates strain gauge feedback 
for the active control system. 
The design and construction of the arm are documented, 
along with the electronic hardware and software necessary to 
move the arm. Informal tests of the arm are conducted and 




Robot manipulators have traditionally been designed 
with linkages that are sufficiently stiff to be considered 
rigid from a control standpoint. Robots designed with 
lightweight, flexible links, however, have the advantages of 
superior speed, lower power consumption, and lower 
construction costs when compared to a traditional robot with 
the same payload rating. This project is part of an 
intensive research program at Georgia Institute of 
Technology aimed at developing design strategies for the 
practical application of lightweight manipulators to 
industry. 
The manipulator described in this study was constructed 
to demonstrate the practical implementation of a three 
degree-of-freedom flexible manipulator. The design 
incorporates a passive damping treatment to control the 
high-frequency vibrations inherent in a high speed flexible 
arm. Other aspects of the arm design include strain gauge 
feedback (used to determine link deflections) and a very 
high payload-to-weight ratio. 
The arm is a modified SCARA type, with a maximum reach 
of about six feet. The maximum design payload is 30 kg, 
which the arm can accelerate at up to 1.0 g. The total arm 
2 
weight was about 60 kg, compared to the 600 to 800 kg weight 
of a typical industrial robot with a comparable load rating. 
The arm presented in this study will eventually be used 
to develop and test a refined control scheme combining 
passive damping, active deflection control, and feedforward 
of joint torques. The arm was developed in conjunction with 
Cybotech Corporation and may be developed further for 
industrial use. 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF MECHANICAL HARDWARE 
The mechanical hardware used in this project can be 
separated into four component systems; a base drive 
assembly, a vertical drive assembly, an elbow joint, and two 
tubular links. The mechanical schematic diagram is shown in 
Figure 1. The arm has three degrees of freedom. The base 
drive assembly allows rotation about a vertical axis. The 
vertical drive assembly is attached to the output shaft of 
the base, and is connected to an elbow joint by an aluminum 
tube. The elbow joint permits motion over an angular range 
similar to that of a human left elbow. A longer aluminum 
tube extends from the elbow joint to a mass of up to 30 kg 
which serves as a payload. 
Base Drive Assembly  
The prime mover in the base assembly is a PMI DC 
electric servo motor. The motor is connected to a harmonic 
drive speed reducer which drives a vertical output shaft. 
This shaft is supported by a ball bearing which is located 
in a cylindrical steel housing. The mechanical layout of 
the base drive assembly is shown in Figure 2. 
A Dynamics Research Model 152 optical encoder is 


































Figure 1. Mechanical Schematic of the Arm 
Figure 2. Layout of Base Drive Assembly 
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shaft revolution. These counts are output as complementary 
square waves and can be therefore be used to generate 2,000 
counts per shaft revolution using external 4X circuitry. 
Further specifications for this encoder can be found in 
Appendix A. A tachometer was mounted outside the base 
housing, but was not used for this project. 
The motor in the base is a PMI Model U12 M4H with a 
rated torque of 15.5 in-lb. at 3,000 rpm. The motor 
transmits power through a HDC 4M-200 Harmonic Drive unit 
with a speed reduction ratio of 200:1. The output torque 
from the harmonic drive unit is transmitted through a 1.875 
inch diameter vertical shaft. A pair of clamps is attached 
to the vertical shaft, one of which has a flat mounting face 
and is used to support the vertical drive assembly. Further 
information on the PMI motor and mechanical drawings for the 
base can be found in Appendix A. Specifications for the 
harmonic drive unit may be found in Appendix C. 
The base joint is restricted to a range of motion of 
about 160 degrees by means of a Micro Switch limit switch 
which is mounted on the output shaft of the base. The 
switch is activated by metal tabs mounted on the base drive 
housing. Activation of the limit switch causes a 
zero-torque command to be sent to the PMI motor controller. 
The range of motion of the base drive was limited to prevent 
disconnection of the wires that are attached to the arm. 
The range was set at only 160 degrees because the PMI 
L 
controller 'sends torque (and not velocityl commands to the 
base motor'. This fact, coupled with the fact that even 
200:1 harmonic drives are easily backdriven, means that the 
arm requires a large angular displacement to coast to a stop 
from high speed. 
Vertical Drive Assembly 
The vertical drive assembly was mounted to the output 
shaft of the base. The prime mover for the vertical drive 
is a MAVILOR MT80 high-torque DC servo motor, with an output 
torque of 4.3 in-lb. at a rated speed of 1,500 rpm. The 
motor is equipped with a 10V/krpm tachometer and an optical 
encoder that puts out 500 square wave pulses per shaft 
revolution. The tachometer is used only to provide feedback 
to the velocity-controlled motor controller that operates 
the vertical drive. The optical encoder output, however, is 
sent to. the IBM-PC to be used in the computer programs that 
actually command the movement of the arm. 
The motor drives a Saginaw ball screw through a rubber 
timing belt. .The input and output sprockets are sized for a 
speed reduction: The ball screw is supported at its 
upper end by'a,ball bearing which is located axially by a 
snap ring. _ The bearing is supported by a holder located 
above. the Top Pilate.- . Refer to Appendix B for the mechanical 
drawings of the various fabricated components of the 
vertical drive. The Top Plate is also used to mountthe 
8 
motor and is equipped with slots that allow the distance 
between the motor shaft and the ball screw to be varied to 
adjust the timing belt tension. The Top Plate is mounted to 
the top of the Main Plate, which in turn is mounted to the 
output shaft of the base drive. See Figure 3 for a 
photograph of the vertical drive assembly. 
Power is transmitted by the ball screw to the ball 
screw nut which is located in a holder on the upper end of 
the Arm Mounting Plate. This plate supports the elbow 
joint, the two tubular links, and the payload. The Arm 
Mounting Plate moves vertically along a Linear Roller Way 
LRW 20 linear motion unit. The track rails of the LRW 20 
are mounted to the Main Plate and are fixed relative to the 
base drive output shaft. Four slide units (two units per 
rail) are attached to the Arm Mounting Plate. Further 
specifications for the LRW 20 are contained in Appendix B. 
The Main Plate is made from one inch aluminum plate 
stock to enhance rigidity, while the Top and Arm Mounting 
Plates are made from thinner aluminum plate. A quarter-inch 
thick aluminum Stop Plate is mounted horizontally to the 
lower edge of the Main Plate. This plate has a plastic foam 
bar on its upper surface, and is intended to provide a 
positive stop for the Arm Mounting Plate in the event of 
controller failure. A Micro Switch limit switch is mounted 
to the Arm Mounting Plate and is activated by tabs fixed to 





DETAIL OF VERTICAL DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
Figure 3. Photograph of Vertical Drive Assembly 
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Activation of the limit switch would result in a 
zero-velocity command being sent to the vertical drive motor 
controller. If the motor controller is functioning 
correctly, this action should result in sudden stoppage of 
the vertical drive. To de-activate the limit switch, the 
vertical drive controller must be disabled and the assembly 
moved manually to a position within its safe travel limits 
before the controller is re-activated. 
Tubular Links  
The shorter of the arm's two tubular aluminum links is 
mounted to the Arm Mounting Plate. This shdrt link, or 
"upper arm" is 16 inches long between ends, and is cut from 
aluminum tubing with an outside diameter of 3.50 inches and 
a wall thickness of 0.083 inches. The link is mounted by 
means of aluminum flanges located at each end. Each flange 
has an outside diameter of 5.25 inches and has six clearance 
holes for 3/8 inch bolts on a 4.375 inch bolt circle. The 
flanges have 2.0 inch long mounting surfaces. Drawings of 
the flanges can be seen in Appendix D. The flanges are 
mounted to the ends of the tube with Scotch-Weld 2216 B/A 
epoxy adhesive. This adhesive has a minimum shear strength 
of 2,500 p.s.i. 	at 75 degrees Fahrenheit. 
The longer of the aluminum links, the "forearm", is 44 
inches long between ends, but is otherwise identical in 
construction to the shorter link. The forearm is mounted 
11 
between the elbow joint and the payload. Both the upper arm 
and the forearm are treated with a passive damping 
mechanism, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 
Elbow Joint Assembly 
The elbow joint is located between the two tubular 
links. The joint is driven by a MAVILOR MT80 DC servo motor 
identical to the motor on the vertical drive assembly. The 
elbow joint motor also is equipped with the same tachometer 
and optical encoder as the vertical drive unit. The elbow 
joint tachometer output is sent to the motor controll.erthat 
is responsible for the elbow drive. An exploded view of the 
elbow joint is shown in Figure 4. 
• The elbow joint was designed to be relatively compact; 
with an angular range of motion of at least 180 degrees.. 
The initial design, which is the subject of this study, is 
comprised mainly of components that were fabricated from 
aluminum plate stock. This design approach was chosen in 
order to minimize.prototype cost and construction time, and 
to facilitate any design changes that may have been 
necessary. The components were constructed from relatively 
thick plate stock to ensure the rigidity and reliability of 
the prototype joint. 
The elbow joint is composed of four subsystems: a 
'C' -shaped frame attached to the upper arm considered the 
input link), the MT80 motor, an HDC 4M-200 Harmonic Drive 
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Figure 4. Exploded View of Elbow Joint 
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acting as a speed reducer, and a 'C'-shaped frame attached 
to the forearm (considered output). In the case of the 
design prototype, each 'C'-shaped frame is composed of a Top 
Plate, a Flange Mounting Plate, and a Bottom .Plate, where 
the Top and Bottom Plates are bolted to the Flange Mounting 
Plate. 
The Top Plate of the upper arm (input) contains a 
pressed-in steel roller bearing holder. The bearing, BCA 
Model 108SS, is responsible for the horizontal (radial) 
forces acting at the top of the elbow joint. The outer race 
of the bearing is press fit into the Top Plate of the output 
link, but the inner race is allowed a sliding fit with the 
bearing holder since the bearing supports very little 
vertical (axial) load. 	The entire vertical force at the 
elbow joint and the horizontal force at the lower end of the 
joint are borne by a Timken Model A6062 tapered roller 
bearing located between the Bottom Plates of the upper arm 
and the forearm. The outer race of the tapered roller 
bearing is press-fit into a disc-shaped bearing holder which 
in turn is bolted to the lower side of the forearm Bottom 
Plate. The inner race of the bearing is snugly fit to a 
steel plug that is mounted to the Bottom Plate of the upper 
arm. 
It was assumed in this study that the tapered roller 
bearing would have loads acting either horizontally or 
vertically downwards, since the maximum design acceleration 
14 
in the vertical direction was limited to 32 ft/sec2. 
Accelerations exceeding this value in a downward sense could 
conceivably occur, but are outside the design limits of the 
arm. However, the upward forces arising from these 
accelerations would probably be absorbed by the harmonic 
drive unit and, to a lesser extent, by the ball bearing at 
the top of the elbow joint. 
Power is transmitted from the motor to the harmonic 
drive speed reducer by a fabricated steel coupling. This 
coupling is located on the motor shaft by two set screws 
positioned 90 degrees apart on the upper end of the 
coupling. One of the set screws fits into the keyway of the 
motor output shaft to provide both radial and axial location 
of the coupling on the motor shaft. The other set screw 
provides additional force to secure the coupling axially. 
The lower end of the coupling is attached to the wave 
generator of the harmonic drive assembly. It is located 
axially by a screw and lock washer which hold the wave 
generator against a shoulder on the coupling. Radial 
location of the coupling is maintained by means of a square 
key fitted into keyways on the outside of the coupling and 
the inside of the wave generator. 
The harmonic drive assembly is arranged to act as a 
speed reducer with a nominal numerical ratio of 200:1. 
Because the motor is mounted on the output side of the joint 
(i.e. 	the forearm), the effective ratio of the assembly is 
15 
201:1.. The basic arrangement of the harmonic drive assembly 
is shown in Figure 5. 	In this application, the flexspline 
of the harmonic drive is considered fixed to the input side 
of the joint. The wave generator acts as the input speed 
member, while the circular spline is fixed to the output 
side of the joint. The harmonic drive mechanism is 
protected from dust by a 3-quart aluminum saucepan with a 
diameter of 8 inches. The handle was removed from the 
saucepan prior to installation in the joint. 
The longer of the two tubular links is attached to the 
output side of the elbow joint. At the end of this link is 
a flange to which a payload can be mounted. The design 
payload of the Cybotech arm is 30 kg, which the arm can move 
in any direction at accelerations of up to 1.0 g. As 
mentioned previously, the arm has an angular range of motion 
similar to that of a human left arm. A drawing of the 
maximum work envelope is shown in Figure 6. . The pivot axis 
of the elbow joint is offset from the centerline of the 
links by a distance of 4.0 inches. This feature allows the 
forearm to be rotated until it is parallel to and alongside 
the upper arm. The elbow design also allows about 15 
degrees of "backhand" motion. In other words, the elbow can 
be rotated 15 degrees past the position of maximum 
extension. In practice, however, the range of motion of the 
elbow is reduced to minimize the risk Of damage to the 
joint. 
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The joint assemblies of the prototype arm were 
considerably oversized in terms of strength and rigidity. 
Thi's design approach was chosen to ensure absolute 
reliability of the arm, since a mechanical failure in any of 
the joints could easily result in severe damage to the 
motors or the harmonic drive units_ Furthermore, 
weight-saving efforts applied to the individually fabricated 
components of the joints would have greatly increased the 
machining time required for these items. Having said that, 
it was recognized that the joints could have been made less 
massive without compromising the overall integrity of the 
arm. For example, the actual weight of the elbow joint of 
the prototype arm was 35.80 lbs., including the motor and 
harmonic drive assembly. The target weight for the elbow 
had been set initially at 15.0 kg, - or 33.07 lbs., so the 
prototype was about 8% over target weight. A weight 
analysis of the prototype joint is shown in Table 1. 
The elbow was then examined and potential areas of 
weight reduction were identified. The results of this 
investigation are shown in Table 2. The estimated feasible 
weight of the joint was determined to be about 27 lbs., some 
24% less than the prototype weight and about 18% under the 
target weight. The proposed weight reduction strategy 
included casting the Bottom Plates in unit with the Flange 
Mounting Plates. Further weight reduction could be realized 
by using a lighter motor assembly, since the MT80 motor 
TABLE 1 
ELBOW JOINT WEIGHT ANALYSIS (WEIGHTS IN POUNDS)  
1. Top Plate (Upper Arm) w/ Ball Bearing Holder 
2. Top Plate (Forearm) w/ Ball Bearing 
3. Bottom Plate (Upper Arm) w/ Roller Bearing Plug 
4. Bottom Plate (Forearm) 
5. Roller Bearing Holder w/ Roller Bearing 
6. Flange Mounting Plate (Upper Arm) 
7. Flange Mounting Plate (Forearm) 
8. Harmonic Drive w/ (6) 3/8" UNC Hex Nuts 
9. . Motor-to-Wave Generator Coupling w/ Set Screws 
10. Motor Mounting Plate 
11. Motor+Tachometer+Encoder 
12. Nuts, Screws, Washers, and Bolts 
13. Harmonic Drive Dust Cover 
TOTAL - 





















ELBOW JOINT WEIGHT PROJECTION 	(WEIGHTS IN POUNDS) 
0.95 
1.78 
Top Ylate (Upper Arm) 
Top Plate (Forearm) w/ Ball Bearing 
T. Bottom Plate + Flange Mounting Plate (Upper Arm) 2.79 
4. Bottom Plate + Flange Mounting Plate 	(Forearm) 3.94 
5. Roller Bearing Holder w/ Roller Bearing 1.20 
6. Harmonic Drive w/ 	(6) 	3/8" UNC Hex Nuts 9.04 
7. Motor-to-Wave Generator Coupling w/ Set Screws 0.40 
8. Motor Mounting Plate 0.15 
9. Motor+Tachometer+Encoder 5.00 
10. Nuts, 	Screws, 	Washers, 	and Bolts 1.50 
11. Harmonic Drive Dust Cover 0.35 
TOTAL - 27.1 
PROTOTYPE WEIGHT - 35.8 
PERCENT DIFFERENCE - -24.3 % 
20 
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package (including tachometer and encoder) is unusually 
heavy relative to its output. Finally, it was recognized 
that most of the remaining components of the joint could be 
made less massive with no appreciable loss in rigidity or 
reliability. Similar weight reduction strategies could also 
be applied to the base assembly and the vertical drive 
assembly, resulting in a total arm weight of well under 100 
lbs. Even in prototype form, this arm had a weight-to-
payload ratio of about 2:1, a figure far superior to that of 
any industrial arm. In an industrial version, some weight 
might be added, however, for a set of "arm pads" which would 
be useful for protection of the arm, nearby equipment, and 
plant personnel. 
CHAPTER III 
PASSIVE DAMPING TREATMENT AND 
STRAIN GAUGE PLACEMENT 
One of the principal aims of this project was to 
demonstrate the feasibility of operating an arm which was 
flexible enough to exhibit large deflections with a standard 
payload. In order for such an arm to be operated with 
acceptable speed and accuracy, the deflections, including 
oscillations, encountered during a typical arm motion must 
' be suitably controlled. 
One method of accomplishing this is by active control. 
• In an active control scheme, the joint positions are 
continuously varied in such a way as to compensate for arm 
deflections and move the payload along a specified path. In 
practice, however, the controller response time necessary to 
achieve an acceptably smooth path is no more than a few 
milliseconds. Because of practical limitations in control 
system sample time and prime mover response time, such fast 
system response is difficult and expensive to realize. 
By designing a robot with a mechanism for passively 
damping high-frequency arm vibrations, the active control 
system will be responsible only for low - frequency 
oscillations. This allows the use of low - order controllers 
and relatively long computer cycle times. 
22 
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Passive Damping Treatment  
The passive damping scheme used in this project 
involved a layer of viscoelastic material sandwiched between 
the tubular link sections and an elastic constraining layer. 
This approach to passive damping has been studied 
extensively at Georgia Institute of Technology, and has been 
shown to be reasonably effective in the control of 
lightweight beams [1] especially when combined with certain 
active control strategies [2]. A simplified diagram of this 
treatment is shown in Figure 7. This arrangement causes 
damping through plastic shear of the damping material. 
between the constraining layer and the beam itself. The 
mechanism of this plastic shear is shown in Figure 8. 
Studies by Plunkett and Lee [3] have shown that there is an 
optimum width for the constraining layer. 
Lane suggested that the optimum constraining layer 
length for a cylindrical link is given by the following: 
L = 3.28*SQRT( SQRT(1.+Ng)*T1*T2*E2/G1 )*COS(TH/2.) 
where 	L = optimum constraining layer length (in.), 
T1 = thickness of the viscoelastic layer (in.), 
T2 = thickness of the constraining layer (in.), 
E2 = modulus of elasticity of the constraining 
layer (p.s.i.), 
G1, and Ng are, respectively, the elastic shear 
modulus and loss factor of the viscoelastic 
material, which are temperature- and frequency-
dependent. 
TH = arctan( Ng ). 
Constraining .laycr 
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Beam Element Under Flexure 
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The viscoelastic material used for this project was 
Scotchdamp SLJ2015X Type 110, with a thickness of 0.005 
inches. Further information on this material may be found 
in Appendix D. The constraining layer was made of steel 
shim stock with a thickness of 0.008 inches. 
The damping was to be maximized at the second natural 
frequency of the arm. Using elementary beam theory for a 
fixed-end beam, the primary mode was found to be 4 Hz, the 
second at 1,30 Hz, with the third and fourth modes occurring 
at 400 and 900 Hz respectively. Using a computer program 
developed by S.R. Lee [4], the optimum constraining layer 
width was found to be 1.8 inches. The constraining layer 
was applied as a continuous strip,.spirally wound about the 
link segment. This arrangement was •chosen for its 
simplicity and to minimize the risk of separation between 
the constraining layer and the viscoelastic material. 	It is 
also thought to provide good torsional damping, although 
this has not yet been subject to analysis. 
The link segments were cleaned, fine-sanded, and washed 
in acetone prior to application of the viscoelastic 
material. These steps were taken to ensure proper adhesion 
between the link and the damping material. After the 
damping material was applied to the arm, the constraining 
layer was spirally wound, under tension, around the link. 
The spiral band was applied so that the gap between adjacent 
strips was no more than 0.020 inch. The ends of the 
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constraining layer were then secured to the aluminum link 
with Scotch-Weld 2216 B/A epoxy adhesive. During this 
process, the ends were heated to 200 degrees Fahrenheit with 
a heat gun to ensure strong bonding to the link. The entire 
assembly was then wrapped with duct tape as a protective 
measure. 
Strain Gauge Placement  
Part of the control strategy for the Cybotech 
lightweight arm involves the use of strain gauges to aid in 
estimating the position of the payload by sensing the 
deflection of the links. To that end, five pairs of strain 
gauges were mounted on the arm. 
The strain gauges used in this project were made by 
Measurement Group,Inc. Four of the five pairs were Model 
EA-13-250-MQ-350 and were used to measure bending stresses. 
One pair of Model CEA-13-187UV-350 was used for torsion 
measurements [5]. 
Three of the five pairs were mounted on the upper arm. 
approximately one inch from the flange connecting the upper 
arm to the vertical drive assembly. The first pair was 
mounted at the top and bottom of the link, and was 
responsible for measuring the vertical deflection of the 
link at that point. The second pair was mounted on the left 
and right sides of the link, and measured bending in a 
horizontal plane. The third pair was mounted at an angle of 
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45 degrees (between the first and second strain gauge 
pairs), and were responsible for torsion measurements at the 
root of the link. 
Two more pairs of strain gauges were mounted on the 
forearm, about an inch from the elbow joint flange. These 
pairs measured vertical and horizontal bending only, since 
the center of mass of the fixed payload was coincident with 
the forearm center line, and so could not produce torsion 
about the forearm. The strain gauge conditioner was an 
Analog Device 2B31L [6]. Figure 9 shows a typical bridge 
transducer application using the 2B31L, and a schematic 
diagram of the mounting card. Specifications for the 
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Schematic Diagram of Mounting Card 
Figure 9. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 
AND SOFTWARE 
When attempting to digitally control any type of 
system, a suitable sampling rate for the controller must be 
used in order to reconstruct the time response of the plant 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy. In the case of a 
flexible structure where the system to be controlled 
includes any of the flexible modes, the frequency of the 
highest mode to be controlled determines the slowest 
sampling rate that can be allowed. 
By Shannon's principle, the sampling frequency must be 
at least twice the highest frequency to be controlled 171. 
However, using a sampling frequency of only twice the 
frequency of the highest mode will generally result in poor 
reconstruction if the model contains any inaccuracies. For 
this reason, a sampling frequency of five to ten times the 
highest frequency to be controlled is preferred. 
In the case of the Cybotech lightweight arm, the only 
mode to be actively controlled is the lowest mode, which has 
a frequency of about 4 Hertz. The higher modes of vibration 
are damped passively. The design sampling rate was set at 
100 samples per second, imposing an upper time limit on the 
cycle time of the control program [81. 
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Much of the control program is dedicated to input and 
output operations. The Intel 8088 processor in the IBM-PC 
can handle data transfers, but while it performs the 
transfers, it cannot be used for computational purposes. 
For this reason, the IBM-PC contains an Intel 8237 Direct 
Memory Access (DMA) controller. The DMA controller can be 
instructed to perform all memory/peripheral input/output 
(I/O) operations so the processor will only have to handle 
memory/processor data transfers. Using direct memory access 
not only speeds up data transfer, but also releases the 
processor to handle other tasks. 
The following is a description of the mechanics of a 
DMA transfer. 	First, a DMA transfer request (DREQ) is 
initiated by the peripheral device. Upon receipt of the 
DREQ, the DMA controller will issue a hold request (HOLD) to 
the processor, requesting control of the address, control, 
and data busses. When the processor is finished with its 
current I/O operation, it will issue a hold acknowledge 
(HOLD ACK) to the DMA controller and relinquish control of 
these busses to the DMA controller. The DMA controller will 
then acknowledge the DREQ with a DMA acknowledge (DACK) to 
the peripheral device. When this is done, the peripheral 
device sets up the data to be transferred on the data bus. 
Once the data transfer is complete, the DMA controller will 
then remove the DACK and release the HOLD, returning control 
of the address, control, and data busses to the processor. 
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During a DMA transfer, the processor can continue to 
perform operations as long as it does not need the control, 
address, or data bus. The transfers that take place under 
DMA control are considered 'transparent' to the processor. 
If the DMA controller is operating at maximum capacity, it 
will allow the processor to perform at least part of an 
instruction between DMA transfers so the controller will 
take about 30% of the bus bandwidth, in the worst case. 
Another aspect of DMA control to be mentioned is the 
existence of priority levels. The DMA controller has four 
DMA levels, numbered from 0 to 3. Level 0 receives highest 
priority and is used for memory refresh. Level 1 is 
generally available for use with peripheral devices. Level 
2 is typically used for floppy disk drive control, with 
level 3 typically being used for hard disk drive control. 
The IBM-PC used for this project was not equipped with a 
hard disk drive, so levels 1 and 3 were available for use. 
When a DMA transfer takes place, all transfers at a 
numerically higher DMA level are put on hold. For instance, 
if a DMA transfer is in progress on level 3 and a memory 
refresh is required, the level 3 transfer will be suspended 
while a memory refresh is effected. Once the memory refresh 
is completed, the level 3 transfer will continue. 	This 
priority system can be changed to a rotational system, with 
each level 'taking turns' at operation, but a system failure 
could result due to excessive time between memory refreshes. 
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Data Acquisition Hardware  
The data acquisition system for the Cybotech arm 
consists of a Data Translation DT 2801-A board (which 
contains 16 channels for analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion 
and 2 D/A channels), a MetraByte PDMA-16 DMA-controlled 
parallel port, a MetraByte DAC-02 2-channel D/A converter, 
and a custom fabricated 6801 microprocessor-driven 
quadrature board. These components are shown in Figure 10, 
along with the signal flow diagram. 
The DT 2801-A and the PDMA-16 are capable of DMA 
transfers and are used on DMA levels 1 and 3 respectively. 
The DAC-02 is not capable of DMA transfers. The 6801 board 
interfaces with the PDMA-16 to transfer the decoded motor 
positions to the IBM-PC under DMA control. The DT . 2801-A is 
used to perform DMA transfers of sampled analog signals, in 
particular the strain gauge signals originating at the 
joints of the arm. 
The position of each motor is measured by decoding a 
quadrature signal obtained from the encoding circuits on 
each of the arm's three motors. The signal is fed into a 
Hewlett-Packard HCTL-2000 quadrature decoder chip on the 
6801 board and is used to increment or decrement a 12-bit 
binary count of the position of each motor. The count is 
then read by the 6801 and compared with previous values to 
determine if either an overflow or underfloor has occurred in 
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Figure 10. Electronic Hardware Signal Flow Diagram 
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has occurred, the high byte of the count is adjusted 
appropriately. The count is then fed to the IBM-PC through 
the PDMA-16 under DMA control and stored in specific memory 
locations. 
The deflections of the the arm are sensed by strain 
gauges, whose signals are amplified and conditioned. The 
conditioned signals are then converted from analog to 
digital by the DT 2801-A. Once the conversion has been 
completed, these signals are also transferred to the IBM-PC 
under DMA control and stored in specific memory locations. 
When the input operation has been completed for the 
cycle, the processor calculates new torques and velOcities 
to output to the motors and does so through either the 
DAC-02 or the DT 2801-A without DMA. The motors in the 
elbow joint and vertical drive are controlled by the DAC-02 
and the horizontal drive motor in the base is controlled by 
the DT 2801-A. 
DT 2801-A Board 	The Data Translation 2801-A board 
contained in the IBM-PC contains 16 12-bit A/D channels, 2 
12-bit D/A channels, and 16 digital I/O lines. 	The 
analog inputs are used to sample the strain gauges and input 
these voltages to the IBM-PC. The digital data, after the 
conversion from analog form, is put into PC memory under DMA 
control. The DT 2801-A is capable of doing 27,500 samples 
and conversions per second using DMA, so the five strain 
signals could be input at a maximum rate of 5,500 Hz. 
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Only one of the analog outputs is used on the DT 
2801-A. Channel 0 is used to control the torque output of 
the base horizontal rotation. Use of the DT 2801-A is 
restricted to only one channel because of the speed 
limitations of the device. To effect an output from the DT 
2801-A, one byte must be written to it to command a D/A 
transfer. The IBM-PC must then wait until the DT 2801-A is 
ready before it can send the first byte of the digital 
input. Each write operation must be followed by a waiting 
period to ensure that the data has been correctly received 
by the DT 2801-A. The digital I/O lines are accessed in the 
same manner as the D/A conversion lines. For this reason, a 
separate digital I/O parallel port was used. 
PDMA-16 DMA-controlled Parallel Port 	The IBM-PC 
also contains a MetraByte PDMA-16 Very High Speed parallel 
port. This port was used in conjunction with the 6801 
hardware to transfer the decoded motor positions to the 
IBM-PC. 
The PDMA-16 was.chosen because of the lengthy cycle 
times of the DT 2801-A. Since the PDMA-16 uses DMA, the 
8088 processor is freed to perform any computations needed 
by the control program. Furthermore, once the PDMA-16 is 
programmed for I/O operations, it does need to be written to 
or read from again while the control program is running [9]. 
The PDMA-16 has a maximum data transfer rate of 350.000 
bytes per second asynchronously. If the DREQ line is pulled 
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high for each transfer, data can be sent or received faster 
than if the transfer were timed. The reason for this lies 
in the fact that the DMA controller is often able to 
transfer data in well under the maximum transfer time of 5 
microseconds. By using the DREQ line to signal a transfer 
request, the DMA controller can make full use of the idle 
time on the busses. 
The PDMA-16 can also be used as a conventional digital 
I/O port at any time by writing or reading the value to be 
transferred to or from the appropriate port on the PDMA-16. 
The PDMA-16 also contains a 32-bit timer. The clock 
rate of the timer is 10 megahertz (MHz) and the timer is 
fully programmable for a frequency range of 0.002 Hz to 10.0 
MHz. The timer has six output modes, with the squarewave 
mode being used for this application. The timer can be used 
to provide the IBM-PC with an interrupt but this feature was 
not used. 
Finally, the PDMA-16 has an input line which can 
generate an interrupt in the IBM-PC from an external device. 
The interrupt can be configured by software to have any 
priority level from 2 through 7. This feature was not used 
in this project. Further information on the PDMA-16 can be 
found in Appendix E. 
DAC-02 D/A Converter The MetraByte DAC-02 was chosen 
for this application to supplement the DT 2801-A with 2 
additional analog outputs, each controlling one of the three 
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motors. The' DAC-02 has one 8-bit register for each D/A 
converter [10], with the conversion occurring as soon as 
both the low and high bytes being sent to the appropriate 
register. The extremely small waiting time is one of the 
main advantages of the DAC-02. 
6801 Board Hardware 	The 6801 board hardware 
schematic is shown in Figure 11. The details of the DMA 
handshake hardware is shown in Figure 12. This additional 
hardware is a result of the requirements of the DREQ signal. 
A detailed description of this hardware will follow the 
description of the 6801 board. The data sheets for the 
integrated circuit chips that constitute the 6801 board and 
the DREQ handshake can be found in Appendix E. For data 
sheets and references to the 6801,- consult the 6801 
Technical Reference Manual [11]. 
The 6801 is configured for mode 2 operation. This 
means that the 6801 has 128 bytes of internal random access 
memory (RAM) located on the first page of board memory. 
This, arrangement allows direct addressing, which is faster 
than extended addressing. It also has the capability to 
address the full 64 kilobytes (kB) of memory addresses on 
the 16-bit data bus. This capability allows the use of 
user - defined interrupt vectors, which will be discussed 
shortly. 
The program that is executed by the 6801 is stored in a 
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Figure 12. DREQ Handshake Hardware 
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(EPROM). The 2716 EPROM is set up to contain the highest 2 
KB of memory in the 6801. 
Due to the structure of the 6801, the data bus must be 
multiplexed with the lower byte of the address bus in order 
to access up to 64 KB of memory. In other words, the data 
bus sometimes serves as the lower byte of the address bus. 
In order to maintain a valid address for a memory read or 
write, a latch must be provided to hold the address while 
the bus receives data. The latch used in this project was 
the 74 LS 373. The 6801 board also contains three 
Hewlett-Packard HCTL-200G quadrature decoder chips which 
perform the decoding of the motor positions. The output 
port of each HCTL-2000 is connected to the data bus and is 
read by a 2 byte read instruction. 
In order to keep each of the devices located in the 
6801 at its own unique address, a 1-of-8 selector was used. 
This chip was connected to the highest three bits of the 
address bus and selected one of the four chips that were 
connected to the the data bus. This allowed only one set of 
outputs to be enabled at any one time. The four chips 
connected to the data bus were the 2716 EPROM and the 
HCTL-2000 decoder chips. 
The last chip on the 6801 board was a 74 LS 221 
one-shot multivibrator. It was used to control the DREQ 
handshake to the IBM-PC. The minimum pulse width for 
reliable DREQ is 50 nanoseconds. The minimum output pulse ■ 
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width of the 6801 is 5 microseconds. The relatively long 
pulse width of the 6801 would have caused a problem if the • 
DMA transfers were taking place in less than 5 microseconds. 
If that were happening, the DREQ line would still be active 
when each data transfer was completed. This would initiate 
another transfer of the same item of data, placing that byte 
in the next memory location in the IBM-PC. Clearly, this 
would result in incorrectly placed (and possibly 
irretrievable) data. The presence of the one-shOt 
multivibrator ensured that the DREQ signal was long enough 
to activate a DMA transfer, yet brief enough to end before 
the DMA transfer was complete. 
Data Acquisition Software  
The software documented in this section handles all of 
the data acquisition of the Cybotech arm. The 6801 program 
is written in assembly language and the IBM-PC program is 
written in Turbo-PASCAL. Program listings may be found in 
Appendix F. 
IBM-PC Software 	The DMA controller in the IBM-PC 
must be programmed with several pieces of information before 
successful data transfers could have been performed under 
DMA control. For example, the controller had to programmed 
with the page location of the data, the number of bytes to 
be transferred, and the location of the data's destination. 
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The PASCAL program DMA.PAS was used to program the DMA 
controller and the PDMA-16 to input the decoded motor 
positions. The following sequence of -instructions was 
implemented by this program. 
1 
1) Disable. the DMA level to be programmed by setting the 
appropriate mask register bit. 
2) Set up the transfer characteristics by writing the 
setup to the mode register. 
3) Load the address and byte count registers with 
appropriate data. 
4) Write the page register to set the DMA active page. 
5) Install any interrupt handler. 
6) Set up the PDMA-16 interrupt and DMA control 
registers to enable interrupts and DMA (if used). 
Also, the DT 2801-A was set up here. 
7), Reload the onboard timer.  lif used). 
8) Enable interrupt mask register (if interrupts ae 
used). 
9) ,Enable DMA mask register to activate the level that 
is being programmed. 
The DMA mask was always enabled after completion of the 
zetup • since the DMA. controller would make most (or all) of 
the DMA transfers if it were to be activated before the 
PDMA-16. This would result in totally incorrect information 
being stored in the IBM-PC. The MetraByte PDMA-16 user 
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manual can be consulted for a detailed description of the 
registers in the PDMA-16 and the DMA controller. The Data 
Translation user manual will provide complete information on 
the DT 2801-A. 
The main program in the IBM-PC has an input which 
allows the user to easily alter the sampling rate of the 
controller, by using the 32-bit programmable counter in the 
PDMA-16. The timer is configurable for a variety of output 
waveforms, with a square wave output being selected for this 
application. The program prompts the user for the sampling 
frequency and sets the timer interval accordingly. 
The 6801 board is driven by an edge-sensitive 
non-maskable interrupt called NMI. The negative edge of the 
square wave (i.e. the high-to-low transition) causes the 
6801 to enter an interrupt service routine which contaim 
the underfloor/overflow and output routines. The highest 
sample rate is realized when the square wave period is 
exactly the same as the cycle time of the interrupt service 
routine. If the period of the square wave were to become 
smaller than this value, the 6801 stack memory would be 
rapidly consumed, resulting in termination of the 6801 
program. 
The cycle time of the 6801 routine is about 200 
microseconds, but the time required for the system to 
respond to the output of the 6801 must be added to this 
value to determine the effective cycle time of the 6801 
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system. The time required for the calculation of the torque 
and velocity commands for each motor must be added to the 
cycle time of the 6801 board to arrive at the minimum cycle 
time for the entire system. 
The PASCAL program JOG.PAS allows the user to set up 
the controllers, move each joint, disable the controllers 
and quit. All of these options are displayed in the main 
menu. Selection of these options is accomplished by keying 
in the first letter of the desired option. 
Program JOG.PAS first commands zero voltages to each of 
the motor controllers to ensure that the motors remain 
stationary when the controllers are enabled. This step is 
necessary becaause the motor voltages are represented by the 
numbers 0 through 4095, corresponding to the voltage range 
-10V to +10V. Since the motor controllers would normally 
receive zeros.upon startup, all three motors would start up 
at full torque, a situation which could result in damage to 
the arm. 
The program then allows the user to move the joints by 
first specifying a motor speed parameter in the range 0 to 
2047, then striking the appropriate keys on the PC to move 
any of the three motors in either direction. The program 
does not allow the user to move more than one motor at a 
time, thereby reducing the risk of inadvertently exceeding 
the safe range of motion of the arm. Limit switches were 
installed near the travel extremes of all three joints, to 
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further protect the arm. 
The program also offers disable and quit options. Both 
options will stop the motors and disable the controllers, 
with the quit option terminating program execution and 
returning the user to the DOS level on the IBM-PC. 
6801 Board Software 	The 6801 board has a dedicated 
program in the 2716 EPROM wich will set up the 6801 to run 
the data acquisition program automatically upon reset. The 
algorithm for checking overflow and underfloor is 
straightforward and consists of the following checks: 
1) If the two most significant bits of the current 
reading are clear and the the two most significant 
bits of the previous reading were set, then an 
overflow occurred. 
2) If the two most significant bits of the current 
reading are set and the two most significant bits of 
the previous reading were clear, then an underflow 
occurred. 
The position encoders on the motors produce 500 
complete cycles per shaft revolution. The HCTL-2000 decoder 
chips have internal multiply-by-four circuits which increase 
the count to 2,000 per shaft revolution. In the case of the 
elbow joint, which employs a 200:1 speed reducer, the 
decoders would put out about 220,000 counts during a 195 
degree rotation. Since the decoders have a 12-bit capacity 
and so can only record 4,096 counts before overflow, they 
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would overflow 54 times during the course of such a move. 
The position can be sent to the IBM-PC using a maximum of 16 
bits, leaving 4 bits to keep track of decoder overflows. 
Since 6 bits are required to track 54 overflows, the 6801 
program truncates the last two bits of the decoder outputs 
before sending them to the PC. 
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CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The lightweight three degree of freedom arm presented 
in this thesis was constructed and informally tested by 
operating the arm from an IBM-PC. The arm showed good 
velocity and acceleration of all three joints. During 
slower moves, some vibration of high frequency and very low 
amplitude was apparent in the forearm while the elbow joint 
was in operation, possibly a result of the slight velocity 
'ripple' inherent in the operation of harmonic drive speed 
reducers. Otherwise the arm displayed smooth motion of all 
three joints. 
The strain gauge outputs were observed to be 
essentially noise-free, while providing consistent and 
sensitive measurements of link deflections. The hardware 
and software responsible for motor control performed very 
well, although the .lack of velocity feedback to the PMI base 
motor controller made it difficult to move the base joint at 
high speed without exceeding the excursion limits of the 
assembly and activating the limit switch. 
A later version of JOG.PAS, developed by B. K. Beeson, 
used motor encoder feedback to the IBM-PC to enable 
point-to-point motion in joint space) of the vertical and 
elbow joints. Position accuracy of + 2 encoder counts was 
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observed even during full-power moves. 
The Cybotech three degree of freedom arm demonstrates 
the feasibility of constructing a lightweight 
high-performance manipulator at relatively low cost. 
Previous studies conducted at Georgia Institute of 
Technology have conclusively demonstrated the advantages of 
passive damping with constrained viscoelastic layers, 
especially when applied to flexible beams. Research is 
currently under way to develop practical control algorithms 
for lightweight robot arms with multiple degrees of freedom. 
The arm presented in this thesis can be used to refine such 
algorithms and possibly lead to the design of a system 
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Appendix A 
BASE DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
PMI Motor, p. 52 
DRC Encoder, p: 55 
Mechanical Drawings, p. 59 
(See Fig. 2, p. 5 for partial assembly drawing) 
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BASE DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
MOTOR: PMI model U12 M4H, 
torque: 15.5 in.-lb. at 3000 rpm 
ENCODER: 500 pulses per revolution (ppr) 
TACH: NOT USED 
SPEED REDUCTION: HDC 4M-200 HARMONIC DRIVE, 
200 : 1 RATIO 
OUTPUT MEMBER: 1 7/8 in. VERTICAL SHAFT 
RANGE OF MOTION: 160° (WITH LIMIT SWITCH) 
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A. Characteristics for PMI U12 M4H Motor 
Motor Performance; 	Incremental Motion Control Symbol Units U12M4H 
Peak Torque TP oz in 2109.6 
Continuous Stall Torque TS oz in 196.9 
Peak Current IP amps 84.5 
Continuous Stall Current IS amps 8.13 
Peak Acceleration without load AP krad/sec/sec 100.5 
Cogging Torque TC oz in 0 
Motor Performance; 	Rated 
Torque T oz in 185.5 
Speed N rpm 3000.0 
Power Output P watts 411.2 
TerMinal Voltage E volts 63.5 
Current I amps 8.02 
No Load Speed at Rated Voltage NM rpm 3359.4 
Max Permissible Dissipation at Rated Speed PL watts 98.4 
B. Characteristics for PMI U12 M4H Motor 
Motor Constants: 	Intrinsic 	(at 25 Deg C) Symbol Units U12M4H 
Torque Constant KT oz in/amp. 25.03 
Back EMF Constant KE volts/krpm 18.50 
Terminal Resistance RT ohms 0.750 
ArMature Resistance RA ohms 0.610 
Average Friction Torque TF oz in 6.5 
Viscous Damping Constant KD oz in/krpm 4.07 
Moment of Inertia JM oz in sec.sec 0.02100 
Armature Inductance L micro henry <100.0 
Temperature Coeff of KE C %/deg C rise -0.02 
Number of Commutator Bars Z 141 
Number of Poles of Magnetic Field PF 8 
Motor Constants: 	Derived 	(at 25 Deg C) 
Mechanical Time Constant without Load TM millisec 2.88 
Electrical Time Constant TE millisec <0.16 
Speed Regulation at Constant Term Voltage RM rpm/oz in 1.31 
C. Characteristics for PMI U12 M4H Motor 
Thermal Resistance 	 Symbol 	Units 	U12M4H 
Forced through air cooled 
Arm to AMB with Air Flow of .4 lbs/min RAA Deg C/Watt 0.80 
Arm to AMB with Air Flow of .8 lbs/min RAA Deg C/Watt 0.51 
Arm to AMB with Air Flow of 2.0 lbs/min RAA Deg C/Watt 0.26 
Physical Characteristics 
Motor Diameter in 5.50 
Motor Length LG in 2.78 
Motor Weight lbs 11.00 
Mounted on Alum Heat Sink (8" x 16" x 3/8") 
Ainature to Ambient at Stall 	 RAA 	Deg C/Watt 	1.90 
Armature to Ambient at 3000 rpm 	 RAA Deg C/Watt 1.27 
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MODEL1 5 WI 52 CO r Dynamics Research 
arid Corporation Incremental Optical Rotary Encoder 
ACTUAL SIZE 
• Our lowest cost rotary encoder 
• Single LED light source 
• Up to 4,096 counts per shaft revolution 
• Sealed bearings available for maximum reliability 
The Model 150/152 	compact incremental. optical rotary encoder for 
light industrial applications. The 150/152 is available with discs having up 
to 1024 cycles per shaft revolution to provide a maximum of 4096 counts 
per revolution utilizing external 4X circuitry. This encoder is available with 
either differential sinewave or TTL compatible complementary souare-
wave outputs. Custom electronics can be provided to maximize encoder 
performance to best suit your application. The 150/152's small diameter 
(1.625') is appropriate for many limited size applications. In its standard 
configuration the unit can be used in applications where a low cost. easy 
to install. totally enclosed optical encoder is required. Typical applica-













Rise and tap times: 
Frequency response: 
Zero reference angular width: 






(See Figure I) 
Squarewave 






Slanting toque al 25' 
Shaft enquire aceelerstlesu 















• To 1024 cychoe per shaft revotullon no 409e counts per revolution with external 4X Circuitry) 
• Gallium Arsentdrt LEO rimed lor.100.000 hours PATEIF (manulacturers specification) 
• Photovoltaic cell, 
• 5 vac (t 5%) at 125 ma (maximum) 
• Two Count channel outputs IA and 9) in phase quedrature with an optional zero reference (ZR) output 
• 90' ±30' tat 10 KMX output freiluerICY) 
• 150• ±10' (at 10 KSee output Irettuancy) 
• 1 wee (maximum) into 1000 pf load capacitance 
• •0 KHx for count channels 
• 10 KHz for VIM reference (staled ea • function of count channel output frequency). 
• 1 t 112 count channel cycle. 
• There if no specified alignment between the ZR and count Mennen. 
• Channel A loads Channel B for clockwise rotation of the shalt as viewed from Ms shaft and of the unit. 
• See Table 
Signal levels: 
• Count channel,: Differential isneweve outputs with amplitudes of 30my p-p (minimum) into a 21(11 load It 40 
KHz output frequency or 3.000 RPM whichever occurs first. DC offset is 1:10% of p-p signal output maximum. 
• Zero reference: 20my (minimum) usable signal levet (010 a 2K11 load at 10 KHz count channel output frequent 
• TTL compatible complementary outputs, from a 7404 output stage prowaing 15 ma sine current 
• Reversed phase sense — Channel B leads Channel A Or clockwise rotation 
• Photo transistor light sensors available. 
• Custom electronics can be provided for a non- recurring charge. 
• lee Figure 3 
• 5 lbs. tunny and radially (maximum) 
• OW' 
• Mode.s with shIelded beanngs: 0.1 oz.-in. (maximum) 
• Models with sealed besrince: 0.5 ce.-in. (maximum) 
• 108 radlanaiseci (maxim m) 
• 1.0 x TO". oz.-in.-sec.' (maturnural 
• ABEC Class 5 (sealed or shielded) 
• 1 • 10' revolutions at full load ImanufeCturers speciticationSI 
• 303 sense stainless steel 
• 5.00O RPM 
• 3000 RPM Or •0 KHz output frequency, whichever Occurs first 
• 5 or. (maximum) 
• .00,5 bits maximum (based on •5 cycle interpolation) 
• HO( supplied on standard units 
• 0" to -70• C 
• •25• to •90•C 
• 10G's for II inset. 
• 20 Hz to 2000 Hz al SG's 
• to 	R H (non-connensing) 
y. 
HOW TO ORDER 
0 
COUNT CHANNEL 
.1 • S.ngle 00160000 , 
2 • Oval channel 
CYCLES PER SHAFT REVOLUTION 
SIbrKlard1.5110,10vel. 011,0,3 1 1 024 max 1 Can 
provided is a norweCurrong cnorge. 
100 250 6.17 
125 312 BOO 
127 400 531 
leo 503 900 




CRC bee a numb.. 0 OpiiOiit 00.f...41•3 
snail einenmonrolameger crrcoarv. PC. 
Send for bullet. 150/152 For camomile 
L. 
ZERO REFERENCE 
0 	 /0, 0 ral.rame 
1 • Wdh two Wel ante 
WIRE LENGTH 
IS - or 36" ,lanaere 
Can be SNICII ■ ad or 
60- minimum. 
OUTPUT WAVEFORM 
1 • 0.11•ra•n“.; 
2 • COn+0 , ..,-.... , erY 	• 
SCI0a , awave 
BEARING TYPE 
• SnoramO 
I • Sealed 
S • 57e ,Oecl 
U • Unah.e4dad 
TABLE 1 
WIRE DESIGNATIONS FOR MODELS 150/152 
• ,Function 











. Channel D 



















DRC warrants its products against defects in materials and workman-
ship under normal and proper use and ser vice for • period of one year from 
1h Initial date of shipment The warranty pedod for product, repaired Or 
replaced during the first Mx months of the original one year warranty will 
extend to the expiration dated the original warranty. The warranty period 
for products repaired or replaced during the last six months of this initial 
one year new product warranty, and for produCta repaired or replaced after 
the expiration of this initial one year new product warranty, is limited to ■ 
period of six months from the date of shipment of the repaired or replaced 
unit. 
This warranty does not apply to any product which has been operated at 
other than specified voltages or currents, or which has been subjected 10 
abuse. or which has been disassembled or otherwise tampered with Or 
altered. 
Ones obligation under this warranty is limited to. at CRC's election, 
furnishing without charge. F.O.B. Wilmington. Massachusetts. a replace-
ment for any defective product or part. Or repairing such product or part. 
The foregoing warranty is exclusive of and In lieu of ell other warranties. 






X X 1.01 

























IVia Dynamics DR cl Research Corporation 
Encoder Division 
60 Concord Street, Mini:1910n, MA 01887 
Telephone (617) 658-6100/TWX: (710) 347-0299 
1 he use of a haste* coupling is required between the encoder 
shall and the drive @halt Sales uanis should be made to ensure tn. 
input voltage *Oft not exceed specllicol eon Du use of 3 servo 




/NS 4OUNC-28 X 25 DEEP 
(3) HOLES EQUALLY SPACED 
ON A 1 210 DIA. BOLT CIRCLE 
59 
eari no Spacers 	(s.reel 
60 
FLEX 	Ai?71/1-2A SE SUPPORT / C ft / .1301\1 STEEL 
11.0" DIA. 
10. 0" DI A. 
9.0 "40/A. 
DRILL 4. TA P 
//2 "A/3 UNC 
..7 S " DEEP 





EQUALLY SPACED D/A. 
BASE PLATE 
61 
























holes. ow% 5 . 875 
tiboti circle. 
•:X.„ 	Ns -24 uk)(7- 
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100"D/A HOLE 	 7//," DIA HOLE 
PATTE N 	 6gILl. THRU 
EQUALLY SPACED 
ADD THESE HOLES TO THE E X /577N 
FLANGE I DRIVE ASSE7143LY. 
63 
Co - Equallyaced 1-11es ov S. 	s-- 
0 H- 	 — 
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inch deep (See end 
flrw j Ot cod 14..6  
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, r ,cii.3, 0 1.967 \ minor 	Max. \ pitch 1.9309 
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1.125 
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Appendix B 
VERTICAL DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
LRW 20 Linear Motion Unit, p. 72 
Mechanical Drawings, p. 76 
(See Fig. 3, p. 9 for photograph of assembly) 
70 
VERTICAL DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
MOTOR: MAVELOR MT80 
torque: 4.3 in.-lb. at 1500 rpm 
ENCODER: 500 ppr 
TACH: 10 V per krpm 
OIJ I PUT 'MEMBER: SAGINAW BALL SCREW & 
LRW20 LLNEAR ROLLER WAY 
SPEED REDUCTION: 2.0 : 1 BETWEEN MOTOR AND 
BALL SCREW VIA TIMING 
BELT DRIVE 
RAGE OF MOTION: 5.0 in. (WITH LMT SWITCH 
AND STOP PLATE) 
72 
LINEAR ROLLER WAY 
"High rigid type" 
used cylindrical rollers 
	LRW 
Characteristics of elastic deformation 
of roiling elements 
• 
E 'sac deformation 1..1 
• This vs,* shows Marne &ripen...ions oil wt ball and 
cylindrical collet under mend condition. For illumine. 
when load nr3 led it adpfied. 'tact hall defonnts 6 urn. OW 
cylindnor milker elastically deform orgy I 3 van. 
IXO Linear Roller Way is a the world's first endless 
linear motion beahng unit to use rollers rather than 
balls as the rolling elements. IXO Linear Roller Way is 
highly rigid and stable. and provides certain linear 
transportation and outstanding precision while sub-
jected to loads in all directions and moment. 
IXO Linear Roller Way is especially stable since elastic 
deformation of bearing assembly is very little even if a 
heavy load or a fluctuating load is applied. Therefore, 
this is suitable Tor heavy duty machine tools with vibra-
tion/shock such as heavy duty machining center, 
cutting, punching and grinding machines, industrial 
robot said other lineariy moving mechanisms which 
require high precision. 
Structure and Features 
IXO Linear Roller Way consists of one or several "slide 
units" and a "track rail". In the slide unit, following 
parts are compactly incorporated; cylindrical rollers. 
beanng plates, side plates, seals, grease nipple, retainers, 
etc. (See Fig. I) 
Two rows cylindrical rollers incorporated in a slide unit 
are arranged alternately cross to each other. Therefore. 
elastic deformation at rolling contact area is very little 
even if loads in every direction are applied, and stable 
operating accuracies and high rigidity are obtainable 
under loads fluctuating in magnitude and/or direction. 
Further. IXO Linear Roller Way can be used without 
further adjustment of pre-load, since it has been 
properly adjustei at the factory. If the pre-load has to 
be finely adjusted or readjusted after long operation, 
it is easily done with the preload adjusting screws on 
the side of the slide unit. 
The side units can be easily fixed. either by tightening 
the bolts in the female threads of the machine from the 
bottom of the slide unit, or inversely, by tightening the 
bolts in the female threads of the slide unit from the 
machine. 
Model 01 b ♦aring 
• A; Clatadicitan wrobal 
•1■0=11.■ 
Bearing Ws 
10uMber 01 11010 Units 
IT003 6116• umtIl 
Lerath 01 track 1101 
11100 r01111 
ACCIMSCV I HIV, class1 
Bearing number 
The bearing number of nal Linear Roller Way con• 
silts of J model code, size, part code. pre-load symbol, 
classification symbol and supplemental code as shown 
next. 
LRW 
Fig. 1 Structure of Linear Roller Way 














Dirnonssers al 'lido .amt ma. 
Boring number 








L2 L3 L. di d2 hi ni-A4, Xs.... HI 




4-K4 8x10 8 
LAW 30 48 13 32 102 92 56 18 96 122 30 - 75 	8.6 14 9 4-7.410x12 7 
LRVV 40 60 13 42 132 122 70 23 112 158 49 - 10010.6 17 14 4-1.412x13 12 
LAW 50 70 15 52 162 152 96 28 142 212 72 - 146 12.5 19 17 4-1.414X15 13 
LAW 60 
..- 
85 17 82 190 180 110 35 170 258 100 50 170 12 5 19 19 8-r.414x18 20 
/40‘• 11 ): The veh.,•• r• Me ry at. tn. ono tor Sf•tio r•rwl e.g...1 	(or we 
WO. 	•hd , h0 Ch•KtiOn •• snows in Flat. 3.1 ants 3 2 at pass S 
74 
Dimensions et track rail iron lismonai soir bon sk•wm al= MINI 	 3 LOOS rated nwsnwsst 
mot moss 
Is • 
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Appendix C 
ELBOW JOINT ASSEMBLY 
MAVILOR MT80 Motor, p. 81 
HDC Harmonic Drive, p. 85 
Mechanical Drawings, p. 88 
(See Fig. 4, p. 12 for exploded view of assembly) 
ELBOW JOINT 
MOTOR: MAVILOR MT 80 
ENCODER: 500 ppr 
TACH: 10 V per krpm 
SPEED REDUCTION: HDC 4M-200 HARMONIC DRIVE, 
200: 1 RATIO 
JOINT OFFSET: 4.0 in. 
RANGE OF MOTION: -15° to + 180° CLOCKWISE 
FROM FULLY EXTENDED 
POSITION 
WEIGHT REDUCTION 
EXAMPLE: ELBOW JOINT 
TARGET WEIGHT - 33.07 lbs. 
PROTOTYPE WEIGHT - 35.80 lbs. 




DC Servo Motors 
MO/MT Series Servo Motors 





MAVILOR High Torque MT Series 
This tachometer, specifically designed for integra-
tion into Mavilor Motors, has a very low inertia and 
low ripple assuring optimum performance. 
Characteristics 
Voltage constant. Vikrpm 10 
Voltage ripple. % 1.5 
Voltage linearity at 3600 rpm.% 0.15 
Bidirectional tolerance. % 0.10 
Temperature coefficient. 'VC -0.02 
Inertia, oz-in.sec 2 3.77x10 .3  
Armature resistance, ohms 98.4 
Inductance. mH 30 
Current, mA 5 
Maximum current, mA 30 
Maximum velocity, rpm 6000 
Armature weight. oz 4.8 
Stator weight. oz 8.3 
Specsteatime @ 401C Arrtaant 
With almost twice the rated torque of an equivalent 
size in the MO senes. the MT series motors have ex-
ceptionally high torque/weight ratios with ultra-low 
mechanical time constant. Output torque is maximized 
by incorporating higher strength magnets and in-
creased ampere turns in the armature winding. 
Intended for operation at 1,000 rpm, these motors 
allow for increased duty cycle for repetitive short move 
Positioning and eliminate the need for gearing on pos-
itioning applications. Due to the lower mechanical time 
constant, they provide faster positioning, where the 
move distances are short. In low speed, high torque 
applications gearing can be eliminated. 
MODEL. 
MOTOR PARAMETERS UNITS MO7000 0407031 0.407002 14010008 1 IlTa0 141300 141600 1(T1000 4472000 1474580 
Rated Speed 
Rated Voltage (s 5%) 
rpm 
Vde 
3000 	3000 	3000 	3000 













Rated anent amos 36 40 	46 	61 1.5 2.4 3.6 4.0 7.6 12.2 
Rated Power Output Watts 7050 	6680 	6280 	13300 75 200 347 520 1000 1690 
Mem, - 92.75 	92.7 	92.0 	02 60 67 71 78.8 80 86 
Rated Toque i ►4b. 199 	186 	177 	375 43 17.6 30.1 43.5 86.7 146.0 
Mammas Toque in-lb. CF OF CF 3009 28.1 96.0 180.5 263.6 587.5 868.2 
Silazatnutb Speed mm CF 	OF 	CF 	3200 2020 1250 1500 1200 1300 1300 
E3AF Constant (s: 5%) 
Torque Constant (to 5%) 
V/krpm 
in4biaMO 
69.8 58.2 	442 	76.15 













Fnetion Tonais in-lb. 2.655 0.119 0.150 0.345 0.531 0.947 1.221 
Darnpng Constant n4b.,krom 3 540 0.080 0.190 0.456 1 X:1 1.770 1.832 
Termesal Resistance • 	0111111 0.195 	0.166 	0.100 ; 	0.100 145 10.5 6.88 4 76 2.43 0.97 
Amount inductance- 100 2003 2300 2300 2800 1300 570 
melte OZ-01 •S' 
Teorincat specifications 	7 08 
lor M07000 Senn are 
0.0064 0.065 0.124 0.340 0 850 1.416 
Mechanical Time Constant rrts ; 
°Asiselo'irn.c nacarYonsinElngran°;eering. 
5.5 8.24 6 6.2 78 4 66 
Transitory Power emsec. I 	 2:4:0 223 288 477 428 735 958 
Thermal Time Constant's sec. snoutin rte consuaea tor 	290 90 112 240 336 384 236 
Thermal Time Constant. SeC C.,
•ehmti,e data 01 	 230 
soeC:I.CalOn 	
0151 '200 2400 2520 2200 3840 3120 
Thomas Reststances .C,w 333 3 27 0 50 017 3 13 19 
Thermal Remittance 003 373 0 50 0.35 3 25 3 20 C15 
Realm Load' fp. 2 4 2 aa 55 55 1 10 132 154 
Anal Load ;D. '65 33 34 44 55 28 
WeK1/11 132 	132 	1 32 	187 7 '2 t 5 4 26 5 44 1 582 
mounted to Al meal Sink sled 
'cc/ an SI cveie a sec a 1% oily cycle 
'Ma.. speed in con semce Shas per 	to Casut Factory 
'Rana load accrein at maierspri 04 snart 
WaCil-104*CUSIng 	- 
1-0Ang-o.andent 
'Tle Co-ornaJs ram craracienstcsor 14013033 are to Perce vennialed 1105 ctrl ccnotons ITN 
Coma canton 
  
STD T • 	TE 
MAVILOR Servo Motor Systems 
The Maviior Motor Servo System ncorocrates the 
Maimor motor and servo components Ina( can oe 
integrally mounted to the motor snatt. A variety Of 
tachometers. crakes and encocers are available and 
these Can be incorporated in a single motor housing 
to meet any custom requirement. 
Motor options include orush monitonng. water-
proofing (1P65). hollow shaft. Special snattS. and Op-
tional forced air cooling (available for higner perfor-
mance). 
Motor System Configurations 
83 
sTO - Standard Motor 
T Tachometer Option (Gradient i0V/14prni 
TE Tachometer 4- Encoder OpOons 
E Encoder Olsson (Standard Resold/son: 500 or 1000 ppr) 
3 Brake Opoon (Standard Brake Voltage: 24M8C1 
ST - Brake Tachometer Omni 
BE Brake • Encoder Options 
9 -rE Brake . Tachometer Encoder Options 
NOTE: Motors SW)t)lied with "inregrareil Dram,' 
have no aionreciaure increase to iengrIt cue 10 tnis option. 
Configuration lOpoonst 	T 	TE 	E 	8 	87 	BE 	STE 
0moms:et (noval 
Mavilor Motor Model S L A a C 0 E F 0 H PC 
m080., 81/100 k4T80 3 29 1.28 4 •0 1.99 3. 85 2.35 5 35 3.05 2. 25 3.80 5 35 6.80 3 25 
ii,402001201 mT200 3 43 1 07 4 53 2.68 1 05 2.55 5 55 5.10 2 55 1. 03 5.55 700 4 '0 
AA03001301 M1300 0 55 1.36 8 50 2.84 ' 50 2.60 560 5.10 2 E0 4.25 5 60 7.25 4 05 
M06001 601.602 747500 0 55 1.32 7 37 2.78 150 2.70 5 70 ' 4.60 2. 70 1 25 5 73 7 25 4 95 
M0800 0.55 1. 32 7 49 2.76 1 53 2.70 5 70  4 80 2. 7 0 . 1 25 5.73 7.25 A 35 
14401000/100tii0021t008 
MT 1000 
095 2.15 . 8.43 '3-59 1 40 ..265 
rk,- 
5.85 b 5.00 
t. 
300 74 . 60 
• - • • 	- 
6.00 760 595 
MO2000 ieT2000 0 95 2.15.  10 63 4 39 155 2.65 5 65 490 300 455 600 
7 55 590 
M0300013001(3002 1 	10 2.54 12.01 485 1 55 2.65 565 490 3.00 455 600 7.5.5 590 
MO4500/450 t MT4 500 1.10 2.54 12.01 4.85 1 55 2.65 565 4 90 320 4.e0 6 20 TOO 6.90 
M07000/7031(7002 1 SO 3.43 15. 14 6.30 205 2.05 505 5.00 460 8.20 7 60 9.20 985 
74010000 1 65 4.57 16.90 6.78 2.05 2.05 505 • 5.00 460 6.20 760 920 985 
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84 
Motor Dimensions In Inches (milllemtert) 
M080 
M081 
MT80 _ 	 
Circular Spline 
A rigid. internai 
gear 
Wave Generator 
An erotica call. 
tearing arsernay 
Flexspline 
A nonrigid. external 
gear 
CUP-TYPE GEARING COMPONENTS. 
Harmonic Drive Gearing 
85 
Because Marmonc Dnve geanng consists 
Illy inree smae carts and requires reanvey 
small state. t alters :he design engineer 
extremely ',Ade iaxtude inauang the treectorn 
to integrate COVeS Antniel other comoonents ct 
the ecxxcrnent itself using relatively smote 
suocon structure. 
Harmon Drives orec:son oertormarice 
charac:ensecs are ideal where accurate posi-
tioning or crease mown contra a required. 
Zero Backlash 
Natural gear creloac are almost cure racial 
pan engagement allow stanoaro Marmon 
Crve gear,rig ooefare min essentially zero 
cacivasn 
Efficiencies as High as 90% 
Et ciences measured on actual snort-toshart 
losses rather than morn losseS. as in other 
gearing, are normally tie 90% range with 
=hoax! Hammon Orrve gearing. 
Simple Support Requirements 
Sims torque st transrritte0 Pi cure ccude 
I-ianncric Orke gearing does not generate 
radar kand. therefore requires much 
sampler teams and supporong structuns 
than Wier formai geanrg. 
High Single-Stage Ratios to 601 
and up 
wth in-Xne !put and cutout. angle-stage 
ratios go as lagn as 320.1. By using com-
=ma cnves rnucn ngner ratios can also 
ce ace even 
Torque Equal to Drive Twice as Large 
Pound for ocx■no no other mecnancat ocwer 
transmission can comcare with r4armoric 
Drive and the extremely snail size mares 
• nem easy !o integrate 'NO cesens 
Excellent Positional Accuracy and 
Repeatability 
The elect d iootn.•c-eom error is minimized 
riarrionc Cinve since scout 10%a zhe 
total teen are sways in engagement. Ascu-
racy is in the arc minute range. aria receat-
aatity s in me arc second range 
Concentric Shafting 
Ideal for differential aesgns 
0 FLEXSPLNE 
0 ORCULAA SPLINE 
0 WAvE GENER4Tog 
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86 
Dimensions Cup-Type Model HDC 
10 tc ]C 5C !kg 2M aM 8M .5M 30M 
: 48 200 2 52 : 	: 39 4 45 3 25 i 52 3 52 '0.52 :3 38 
71 94 1 27 I 56 2.03 2 SO 3.20 4 16 3.06 6.38 
1.03 1.47 2.08 2.56 3.33 4 11 5.16 5.66 8.19 10.23 
- 08 07 08 09 II 13 16 19 SO 
28 38 SO 62 31 , 00 ! 09 7 44 ' 98 2.25 
I 078 7 500 2.14 1 2-672 3 500 4 282 3 3441 5 954 8.563 10-668 
06 09 11 12 12 74 16 19 25 25 
4 6 6 6 5 5 6 6 9 8 
13 10 14 •9 22 28 47 47 47 53 
1 28 t 75 2 38 2 94 3 51 4 69 i" 38 7 92 9 50 ! • 5.0 
'56 250 375 5.00 500 525 525 375 ' 	'25 1 375 
- - •42 A ,. . a 	•4 '44 	. 7 4 4 7 '12 4' . 777 	-'1.2 V•41 4'1 •• A 	74 L'41 
44 62 75 ! 00 ' 03 ' 	DO ' 	DO ' 38 2 44 3 94 
1 08 303 :23 362 :99 375 747 '05 758 '25 
313 437 525 781 I Z63 1 281 1625 3 094 2 563 3 188 
2 '9 12 '2 79 25 25 31 38 1 00 
- 6 6 6 5 5 6 5 5 8 
- 12 :9 22 34 41 Al 53 '8 91 
- 56 94 1 19 ' 53 . 88 2.31 3.06 3 75 4 62 
56 33 1 25 1 55 2 02 2 48 3 09 4 03 . 4 97 6 22 
.17 3 62 1 2 2.6 5.1 9.0 20.3 18 6 72.5 
ENVELOPE 
A C ,CL4ar Same OD 
8 atom mounting control own 
C 9exml0 dearence tham. 
C, axial flexing dearance 
O Circular Swine %.0111 
MCUNTING 
E °not cam 
F 0.1ot main 
G ma of noes 
i•t nom sae  




M *nom cOuOlino 
N mount 'ace tO r, 140 
OUTPUT' 
O ;!exsOline 000t cram 
P rnountoncomart  
O na Of notes 
R mole (barn 
S Oat circle alam. 
T damp nng OD 
WEIGHT -LB 
Comoalent set 
'04,N, N•9• 74011341011441.44 Noy 
se. 7 C 4334 • worar44414•47 .1.:4411443 poffell747 
NCITt Owninabzwye ere ice nrierince ceei 	 on 	 :ereeevecreeel me cur entivienq si.m. fla p.m Us 00170 ■Nrobt 	40444.414144004174174410 two 
3412■166411Wat w amp ope444 ease In. an w04.447774414444•44074411170014•4440•4444 
Rating Table (lbein.) HDC 
MIX R4110 777• 
3500 RPM 	 7750 RPM 	 1150 RPM 500 RPM 	 ,012." 
Input 	Oulput 	Output 	Input 	Output 	Ouvout 	.044 	Output 	Outgun 
HP Speed Torque MP 30.61 	Torque .0 Sovea Torque 
Outout 	Outow Output 
Sowed Torque 7060166 
87 
10 	60_ 	02 	583 
80 	02 43 8 	22 2 	01 
292 27 	 , 9 2 
2 1 9 	23 0 1 	14 4 
:0 	3 3 	33 	:0 
'_22 53 40 
   
        
	
IC 	 60 	_. _ 06 	581 ... 	68 04 	29 2 86 	33 1 9 2 	 95 	3 3 	• :0 	, ,9 _n_.... 
 -06 48.6 	68 	_ . 04. 	,.  	24 3 	86 	- 	03 	16 0 95 6 9 110 	119 
80 	06 	43 8 68 03 	21 9 66 02 ••4 4 	95 	6 3 	110 	140 
-Too Is 35 0 	68 	03 	.7 5 - - 36 	01 	" 5 35 5 0 7 10 	,80 
3C 	60 	22 	583 240 	'5 	292- 	:CO - 0 • 9 2 	200 	33 	200 	220 
SO 20 43 8 	240 	1 2 21 9 300 	08 	14 1 300 8 3 :00 	200 
100 	16 	35.0 240 11 	175 	315 07 11 5 	350 	5 0 	450 	410 
120 14 29 2 	240 	09 14 6 315 	07 	9 6 350 4 2 430 	480 
, 40 	12 	25.0 2 40 08 	12 5 	315 06 8 2 	350 	3 6 	430 	590 
160 21 9 	240 	07 '0 9 315 	-35 	7 2 350 3.1 430 	560 
SC 	GO 	08 	58.3 410 27 	29 2 	525 • 9 19.2 	570 	33 	570 	570 
80 34 43 8 	410 	 21 21 9 525 	15 	!A 1 570 6 3 570 	570 . 
100 	28 	35.0 410 18 	17 5 
	525 il 5 	500 	5 0 	710 770 
120 24 	29.2 	410 	16 14 6 525 	12 	9 5 500 4 2 300 	990 
140 	21 25.0 410 14 	12.5 	525 '0 8 2 	500 	3 6 	300 	• 130 
160 1 9 	21 9 	410 	'2 • 0 9 525 	29 	7 7 610 	3 300 	' 240 
1 80 	 18 19.3 410 11 
	3 7 	525 38 0. 4 	600 2.3 	300 	' 360 
200 16 	17 5 	410 	1 0 	3 8 525 	06 	5 8 600 	2 5 800 	1 440 
11,4 	60 	77 58 3 835 54 29 2 	1 050 38 '9 2 	1 '25 3 3 	1 '25 	"25 
so 70 	43 8 	335 	41 	21 0 1 050 	29 	11 4 ' '25 	5 2 ' 1 25 	• 125 
100 	57 35 0 335 36 
.7, 5 	' 1350 2' .1 5 	1 200 5 0 	' 5.30 	• 530 
120 .50 	29.2 	835 	31 	14 6 	1 350 	23 	3 6 ' ZOO 	4 2 ' 500 	1 990 
140 	44 25.0 835 	27 '2.5 1 .050 21 3 2 	: 200 3.6 	1.600 	2.200 
160 39 	21 9 	335 	24 	1 09 	1 050 	18 	7 2 1 200 	3 1 !.500 	2.470 
180 	36 19 4 335 22 9 7 1 050 17 5 4 	•  200 2 9 	1 503 	2.690 
200 33 	17 5 	335 	21 	3 8 	1 050 	.5 	5.3 ' 200 	2 5 ' 500 	2 990  
211 	60 	162 543.3 1.750 . 90 29 2 ! 750 59 	'9.2 	1.750 3 3 	1.750 	• .750 
_ 	BO 1.38 	43.8 	1.750 	1 30 	21 0 	1.750 	45 14 4 1.750 	6.3 1.750 	1.750 
100 	1 23 35.0 1.800 75 17 5 2.200 52 	11 5 	2.430 5.0 	2.430 	2.430 
120 1.07 	29.2 	1.800 	65 	14 6 	2.200 	49 9.6 2.500 	4 2 2.900 	2.900 
140 	94 25.0 1.803 .57 12.5 2.200 4.3 	8.2 	2.500 	. 3.6 	3.400 	3.500 
160 84 	21.9 	1.800 	51 	10.9 	2.200 	.38 7 2 2.500 3 1 3,400 	3.940 
180 	.77 19.4 1,800 .47 9.7 2.200 35 	6.4 	2.5120 	2.8 	3.403 	4,280 
200 71 	17.5 	1.800 	.44 	8-8 	2.200 	33 5.8 2.500 2.5 3.400 	4.830 
60 	3.03 58.3 	3.280 1.69 29.2 3.280 1_11 	19.2 	3280 	8.3 	3,280 	3.280 
60 2.59 	43.8 3.260 	134 	21 9 	3280 	85 14 • 3.280 8.3 3.280 	3.280 
100 	2.26 35.0 	3,300 1.29 17 5 4.100 93 	11.5 	4.370 	5.0 	4.370 	4.370 
120 1.96 	29.2 3.300 	1.21 	14 6 	4.100 	92 9.6 4.700 4.2 5.500 	5.500 
140 	1.72 25.0 	3.300 107 12.5 4 100 	30 	 8.2 	1 . 700 	3.6 	6.200 	6. 460 
160 155 	21 9 3.300 	96 	70 9 	4 100 72 7 2 4 700 1 1 5 ZOO 	7 350 
'90 	7 41 19 1 	3.300 38 3 7 4 .00 	56 	8 4 	4 '00 	2.9 	5 200 	7 350 
Milk' 200 - 	1 31 	.! 7 5 3.300 	32 	3 8 	4 100 62 5 8 4 790 2.5 6.300 	9 530 
811 	60 5.55 58.3 	6.000. 	2 42 29 2 	5 550 2 25 	'9 2 	6.553 	3 3 	6 550 	5.5.5.2 
80 	4 74 	4 3 3 5.000 263 	2 • 3 6 650 	' '3 '4 4 6 5.503. 5.3 5 650 	5 652 
100 411 350 	5 020' 	2 5 4 	' 300 , 36 	' ' 5 	3 - 2,2 	5-2 	92 9_0 	9250 
120 	3.56 	29 2 6.000' 2 25 	• 4 .E. 7 i'M 	' 79 9 6 3 '7C 4 2 ' 1 220 	- ,.2, 
'40 	3 , 3 250 	6000' 	; 98 '2 5 	' 300 ' 53 	32 	5. 7X 	26 	' " 7 32  
160 	292 	219 6.000' ''8 	'03 7 600 	124 5 "X 3 • 1 " '24) '4 300 
'80 2 57 '9 4 	5 000' 	52 3' 	7 600 '23 	6 4 	5'X 	23 	• , 700 	• -0 :,-. 	
200 	2.33 	17 5 6 000• 	• 22 	3 .2 " 6,10 	• • -1 E 8 3" 'X 2 5 " 700 	' ' 5,.:•0 
536 292 	' ' 570 3.2, 2 	'9 2 	" 577 	3 3 	'1 570 "1 570 
457 	2' 3 	' 1 573 	320 '4 4 '* 5 7 0 	53 :1 573 	11 570 
5: 4 17 5 	"_000 3 4 7 	 7 ' 5 	'6 :CO 	50 	'6000 '5.000 
'4 6 15 . 003 	3.42 9 6 17.500 4  2 20 000 20.000 
'2 5 	15 000 2.99 	8 2 	17 500 	3 6 	22.000 22.600 
'09 	'5 000 	2.70 7 2 ,. 7 5C0 3' 22.020 27 000 
g 7 	' 5 .000 2 47 	6 4 	! 7 502 	2.8 	22.000 29 500 
5 8 '5.000 	2.30 5 8 1 7 500 2 5 23.300 31 700 
29 2 	28.000 10.8 	19 2 	32.000 	8.3 	- .36.200 36.200 
21 9 	23.000 	8 31 * 4 4 12.0100 6.3 36.200 36.200 
17 5 	25.000 7 21 	, 1 5 	32.000 	5 0 	43.000 4.8.400 
*4 6 	28 COO 	6 25 9 6 32.000 4 2 43.000 5,9.500 
'2 5 	29.000 5 48 	8 2 	32.000 	3 6 	43.000 52.7243 
'a 3 	23 000 	494 1 2 32.200 3 ' 	43.000 77 700 
9 7 	28.000 6 51 	6. 4 	32 330 	2 9 33 000 34 200 
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Appendix D  
TUBULAR LINKS AND PASSIVE DAMPING MATERIAL 
Flanges, p. 96 
Scotch-Weld 2216 B/A Epoxy, p. 98 
Strain Gauges, p. 101 
2B31L Conditioner, p. 102 




LENGTH BETWEEN FLANGE MOUNTING FACES: 
UPPER ARM - 16 in. 
FOREARM - 44 in. 
MATERIAL: ALUMINUM, 6061-T6 
SIZE - OUTSIDE DIAMETER - 3.500 in. 
WALL THICKNESS - 0.083 in. 
FLANGES: OUTSIDE DIAMETER - 5.25 in. 
BOLT CIRCLE - 4.375 in. 
NOTE: LINKS TREATED WITH PASSIVE DAMPING 
MA l'ERIAL 
96 
FLANGE" et , i0 VtEfivi 
- 603.5" 	• 
352.141/ 
7/4/A 
IF t15..Fs.aA R: , 	 F._ A7 r_.1. ∎ 	 Ac 
1-kcLE 	 oLT C-'•:EA 0 	14./t 	FL2,1— A& rv.,- ;k30 
97 
FLANGE 	CRDSS — 56C.170k.) 
-r 	Ftivu .,100* "r4itx-ma6 
--- To 7i me t-DEIF 
3 . 5.5o 
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2216 B/A Gray 
2216 B/A Translucent 
Dated: June 1, 1984 
0.0,c• 	Sc?,,c- 0,4.17 9 , 3.1 




• Flexible, two part, room temperature curing structural adhesives with nigh shear and peel strengths. 
• Excellent for bonding rubber. metal, wood. most plash= and masonry products. 
typical Physical Properties: 












for 100 Gram 
dry. ni." 75*F.1 


















2216 B ; A Trans. 
Base Transparent Modified 9.5 14.000 1 part 1 part 
Accelerator Amber 
Epoxy 
Modified 8.2 7,000 1 part 1 cart 
90 minutes 
Amine 
Application and Equipment Suggestions: 
These products may be applied with spatula. trowel or km equipment. Suitable two-part metering and mixing 
equipment is available from several companies. Contact your 3M representative for assistance in selecting aoplicarion 
eauipment 10 suit your specific needs. 
Directions For Use: 
1. Surfaces must be clean. dry and tree from paint, rust. oil, grease or wax. Surfaces can be cieaned by sanding with 
3M Brand Coated Abrasives (240 grit) foiloweo by soivent wiping with 3M Brand Solvent =3 or . 4 ' Scotch-Weld 
Brand Degreasing Primer 3911 should be used in applications tnat demand ultimate performance. "See note unaer 
storage and handling. 
2. These products consist of two parts. base and accelerator. Mix thoroughly by weight. 
2216 IVA Gray 	 =16 B/A Translucent 
5 Parts Base 	 t Part Base 
7 Parts Accelerator 	 1 Part Acceierator 
(Color should be a uniform gray.) 	 (Color snood be uniform.) 
(Replace caps on proper tubes.) Use within 90 minutes. 
3. For maximum bond strength appty product evenly to both surfaces to be puled. 
4...10n the adhesive coated surfaces and allow to cure at 60.F. or above until completely firm. Overnight caring at 
75*F. is usuaiy sufficient. In addition to the standard room temperature cure. the 1010wing tines and temperatures 
will give a minimum of 2000 psi tensile shear strength at 75*F (See chart below.) 














1. Minimum Overlap Shear Strength 	 2. Minimum T-Peel Strength 
(PSI) ASTM D-1002-64 	 (PIW) ASTM 0-1876-61T 















2216 8/A Gray 
25 
2216 81A Trans. 
25 
NOTE: Data developed using 7 day cure @ 75'F. 2 psi. 	'2216 8/A Translucent will reach 2500 psi in 30 days. 
3. Etched Aluminum Overlap Shear Strength After Environmental Aging 
Test Results (75•E) 
Environment Time 2216 8/A Gray 2216 8/A Translucent 
100% firtiathe Hunedity @ 120T. 14  days 2950 psi 
30 days 1985 psi 1 390 pat 
90 days 1505 cat 
SU Spray ® 95T. t 4 days 2300 ow 
30 days 500 psi 1260 pa 
60 days 300 ma 
Tap Water @ 75•F. 14 days 3120 psi 
30days 2942 par 1950 ow 
90 days 2075 pat 
Aar(a 	te0'F. 35 days 4650 psi 
Air 	3ocrF 8 days 4000 psi 3500 osi 
Anti-icing Fluid @ 7ST 7 days 3300 Ds 2500 cm 
1-1vdraulic Oil @ 75'F 30 days 2500 ost 2500 Psi 
JP-4 Fuet 30 days 2500 Ds 2500 osi 
Hydrocsroon Fluid 7 clays 3300 psi 3000 osi 
4. Overlap Shear Strength Comparison on Aluminum Substrates Evaluating Various Cleaning Methods 
Aluminum Substrate 
2024 T3 Cad 
Cleaning 
rPt Acid EIch 
SCOTCH•SPIITE• abrade - Solvent We 
Sanoeo 1240 grill - So'vent woe 
Sheer Strength (75.F.) 
2216 8:A Gray 
3400 osi 
2350 oar 
23 40 oar 
5. Thermal Conductivity 
2216 B/A Gray 
0 228 BTU. HR/SO FTT FT 
2216 8/A Translucent 
3 .14 aru HR so "."-r " F 
6. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 
99 
2215 8/A Gray 
102 s 10 °  ,n.rin.:*C. between 0-40•C. 
134 x 10 4 ,n 	between 40-80-C 
2216 8/A Translucent 
81 r 10 a m. . tn.. 'C bet ween -50.0'C 
207 a 104 .n,, 	between 60•1517C. 
7. Electrical Properties 
2216 B/A Gray 
Arc Resistance 
Dietectnc Strength 
D•eiecinc Constant 4, 72T 
Dielectric Constant 140T 
Orssipahon Factor 73T 
0,ssipation Factor 	140•F 
Surtace Resistivity 	73T 
Volume Resistivity 	73T 
130 seconds 
408 wins , mit 
5.51-Measured 	CO KC 
14 17 -Measured .4, 100 KC 
0 112-Measured 	00 KC 
0. 422 MeaSixect la/ I 00 KC 
5.5 :0' • onms-• 500 wits DC 
1 9 . 1 0' onims-cm-..4.' 500 wits DC 
2216 B/A Translucent 
0,eiectric Strength 630 wits. and 
Volume Resistivity 	73•F 3.0 i 10' 7 onms.cm 
500 sorts OC 
Note/ an pro above data deveir, ned 	 "''c 7 
100 
Storage and Handling: 
Store products at 60.80•E for maximum storage life. Higher temperatures reduce normal storage life. Lower 
temperatures cause increased viscosity of a temporary nature. Rotate stock on a - first in-first our basis. Upon 
request, your 3M Adhesives. Coatings and Sealers Sales Reoresentative will be pleased to amine you of the 
anticipated sneif life of either product under the storage conditions in your plant. 
Cleanup can oe accompiisneo with Scotch Grip EIrano Solvent No. 3 or No. 4 When using solvents for cleanup. 
it is essential that proper precautionary measures for handling such materials be observed. 
Shipping Information: 
National Motor Freight Classification: 2216.8 Adhesives. NOl 2216-A Chemicals. NOI 
The ioitowing information is orovidecl to help you determine the proper packaging. laoeiing and marking 
in accordance with hazardous materials regulations. 
D.O.T. Proper Shipping Name: Not Regulated 
D.O.T Hazard Classification: Not Regulated 
Technical Name of Hazardous Ingredient: Not Applicable 
Flash Point: None 
Precautionary Information: 
WARNING: These products consist of two components. The precautions for each part should be ooserveo wnen 
separate or mixed. 
Part A: DANGER. Extremely irritating to eyes. May cause permanent eye damage. May be irritating to skin. 
May cause a sensitization reaction in certain individuals. Contains amine. 
Precautions: Prevent eye and skin contact. 
Part B: CAUTION. May be irritating to skin. Contains epoxy resin. 
Precautions: Prevent eye and skin contact 
Mixed A and B: Use only in well ventilated areas. Avoid inhalation or eye contact with dust from grinding operations 
on the cured material. Curing ovens must be vented to the outdoors. Wash contammed clothing before reuse. Keep 
out of reach of children. 
Suggested First Aid: Eye Contact Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water while holding the eyelids open and 
call a physictan. Flushing eyes with water may riot have the Capability of preventing minor inlay Skin contact: Wash 
with soap and water. 
important Notice to Purchaser: 
All statements, technical information and recommenciations contained herein are based on tests we believe to be 
reliable. but the accuracy or completeness thereof is not guaranteed, and the following is made in lieu of all 
warranties. express or implied. 
Seller s and manufacturer s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective. 
Neither seller nor manufacturer snail be liable for any injury, loss or damage. direct or consequentiat arising out of the 
use of or the inability to use the product. Before using, user small determine the suitability of the product tor his 
intended use. and user assumes all risk ark] liability whatsoever in connection therewith. 
No statement or recommendation not contained herein snail nave any force or effect unless in an agreement 
signed by officers of seller and manufacturer. 
1 0 1 
ME/3, SUge MENTS GROUP I INC.; 	
STRALlsi GAci-E. -SELECT 2.c:1N . 
Table 1 Gage Coding System 
Self-Temperature-Compensation 
Foil Alloy 
Carrier Matrix (Backing) 
       
Active Gage Length in Mils 
Grid and Tab Geometry 
Resistance in Ohms 
       
       
     
       
EA•06-250BG•120 
	'T T  1 
OPTION LE 
E: Open•faced generel purpose. A: 
Polynnde oacetni, many 00- 
trona avatlacue. 
SO0Caal eD0ay hacking for 
h igh accuracy transducers. 
Not tor general purpose use. 
W: Fully encapsulated gale, 
glass titan reinforced egalay 
petenOtiC runt. Nigh ender. 
ante 1•40wsral. 
5: 	Identical to Inn 'NV" metric. 
but .ln colder dot [Onnoc• 
Pons mused of leathddrs. 
Constantin ailOy m till• 
t•ns•ratur••cornpensated 
form. 
P. Annealed Constantin. Used 
for hign-elongation or Oast• 
yield gages. 
0: Isaelastic alloy. Migh earn 
factor and nun 11110ue 
K.: Modified Krtrre alloy used 
of nrilnitier reddens. tell. 
a moerat Ur ••C tn0rensais0 
gags.. 
The S-TIC nuenteer is OW .00,001• 
mete ineernal expansion croft, - 
Clint in PPMI'F Cl the {I•UCtuf al 
rnetefia1 On videch the asps .s 10 
be used. The 10110ennq standard 
conesentatroni ar• averia01•1 
'A' Alloy: 03, 05. 06, 09, 13, IS 
.r Alloy: OS only 
'K' Alloy: 03. OS, 06, 09, 13, 15 
'Cr Alloy: Not available •re 
letnOetature-COMOVIL11110 loan. 
OPTIONAL FEATURES 
Most or Mimi 0111110n1 apply to 
the EA or ED soviet gages as inOr 
camel in in• Gage Lntlrga SeC• 
Isan. 
W: Integral minted circuit 1.r• 
minat with prilynTlide Inc... 
E: Palyerntde •ncaosulatson. 
leaving a portion of the. 
solder lab ••chasetL 
S. Solder dots on tam 
LE: Leads plus potyormde onus). 
laalalbOn. 







Conmentan Ion in correametton vntli a lasAin. flea. 
1610. Dotyinte:la incense. Wide range ed oouont 
wettable. Prim/way intended for general-miaow 
dam and dynamic area analysts. Not recant- 
mended for highest-accuracy trantoucers. 
Normal: -100' to .354P 
-75' to •171. CI 
Spectra or Shoit•rerm: 
-320' to •400" P 
1-194 fo .20S" CI 
t3% for gaga 
length under 
1/11 en 13.2 minl, 









Universal general • purpose strain gag*. Censtansan 
gnu ccumoietalv encaosulatect .0 001V1mrcic voltrl 
large. Integra.: COODee•G0111410. terrnrna1e • Primarily 
used for general -outpour Mlle and Oynandc sums 
enervate 
-IOW to .017. g 
1 - 75- to •205- C1 
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Scotchdamp . 
SJ2015X Viscoelastic Polymer 
Types 110, 112, 113, 830 
Material Damping Properties 
Description 
SJ2015X designates a family of high energy 
dissipative polymers which when property 
IncorpOrated Into a constrained layer damping 
system can afford excellent control of resonance-
induced vibration problems. 
Matenal damping properties are expressed as a 
complex number in which the dynamic sneer 
rrtOCIUIU3IG') is the real portion while the dimension-
less quantity'? (loss factOr) is associated with the 
imaginary portion. Both these quantities interact to 
provide the polymer damping capacity. Density of all 
thesepolymers is 0 . 98 g/cm' 	 !WW1= 	. 
Olscussiore 
Oom the dynamic shear modulus and the loss far•nr 
of Meselymers are temperature and troo 
dmEstemt When seiecung a polymer for a 
constrained toyer damping treatment. these 
variations in temperature and frequency must be 
taken into account 	 rule. 4004 
' 11%11111104  laver damping Performance can be 
ar.nlaved when the 001V1reftC =moments are 
chosen to ingrinr that the inserinceoceration 
temperature frequency requirements over which the 
control is desired are Qetween the 10' and 10' 
recon of the reduced frequency acae. 
The performance of most damping devices are 
highly dependent on the interaction between the 
Temperature re 
T. 	T, 
device and the system to which it Is applied. A 
constrained layer control system is no different than 
a typical damping device and its ability to prOvide 
the desired performance is affected by parameters 
other than temoerature and frequency. Namely the 
geometry. stiffness. mass. and resonance MOO 
shape at the structure to wrecri the control system 
is appl ied will affect the perf ormance. For more 
details concerning the proper choice of constrained 
layer conflgeration, contact the•Structurai Products 
Department. 
Data Intensolabere• 
To determine the camping properties at the desired 
temperature and frequency from the following aata 
graphs. proceed as follows: 
1. Locate the desired frequency on the ngnt vertical 
scale. 
2. Follow the chosen frequency line to the desired 
temperature isotherm. 
3. From this InterSect go vertically up endior clown 
until crossing ban the modulus and toss factor 
=WM 
4. Peed these modulus and loss factor values from 
the approonate left vertical scale. 
See sequenced example numbered below: 
Caution: 
The oolioue constant 
temperature lines are 
separated by non-uniform 
soacings. Hence a linear 
extrapolation of 
ternoerature not explicitly 
shown cannot be used to 
obtain other temperature 
data. 
— 'Note The matenal damping properties are 
in Inc "reduced temperature format - . This format 
is being considered by me American National 
Standards institute for acceotance as a standard 
form of exoressing (re camping properties or ..near 
polymers. Further information concerning this 
or000sed standard is available tram the ANSI 52-73 
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Appendix E  
ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 
PDMA-16, p 107 
DAC-02, p. 109 
6801 Board Components, p. 112 
(See p. 34 for Signal Flow Diagram) 
ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 
DT2801-A: 16 X 12- bit A/D CONVERTER 
2 X 12- bit D/A CONVERTER 
16 X 12- bit DIGITAL I/O 
27,500 bps WITH DMA 
STRAIN GAUGE INPUT 
BASE MOTOR OUTPUT 
PDMA-16: 350,000 bps MAXIMUM WITH DMA 
ENCODER INPUTS 
32 bit PROGRAMMABLE TIMER 
(0.002 Hz. to 10 MHz.) 
DAC -02: 2 X 8-bit D/A CONVERTER 
ELBOW AND VERTICAL MOTOR OUTPU T 
6801 BOARD: 6801 IN MODE 2 
128-byte INTERNAL RAM 
PROGRAM IN 2716 2K EPROM 
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DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL 
FOR IBM PC/XT/AT AND COMPATIBLE 
COMPUTERS 
PDMA-16 




. FREE SOFTWARE DRIVER greatly simplifies OrOcamfmn9 
• 16 or 8 bit Mortar transfers 
• Transfer uo to 250,000 bytes per second 
• tree /miry C5OCX doyen or externat trumennq 
• DMA. !ntermot. or program controilea transfers 
APPLICATIONS 
• 'menaces to lion•Sono oenoneran 
• prion•Soeed memory transfers Iran caner computers 
• Digit l I/O contra 
. Primer/Planer .nteraces 
. Interlace to external MightSpeed A/D and 0/A converters 
107 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The POMA•I6 is a lugs sceed 16 bit digital input/output interlace Coma 
for the IBM PC/XT/A7. The board has 8 or 16 bit direct memory access 
capaoility IOMA). It is intended for applications resumng lugh speed 
digital memory transfers to and/or from external computers and 
penpiterai devices. 
Data transfer rates al 250.000 bytes/sec tor 125,000 words/seC.1 
may be attained on the standard 4.77MHz 8088 based P.C. and hgner 
Weeds may Co Mambo on 80118-2. 8086. and 80286 based marlines. 
Normal orccessor I/0 bangers may also be made thrcugn Me am cons. 
An on•toard courier/orner MAVIS the user M Sli data transfer rates, or  
ttM transtsr may be mem amnesty. AA eXtar511 connecoons are 
made through a 37 pet -r =mace mat emits tEl the rear or SW 
=mother. Field miring can be greany pm :adieu inn me mann of an 
S1A-U screw lemma board. 
The PO44A-16 comes corrvalete will a BASIC callable Software Wier 
(incsurung sourca =oat *taco orefIlly SITOilteS pierarreming. The dryer 
airs me user to mann OMA COIRIDWIt setup. tattersetuo and mu 
bloc* transfers. Source cots* is provided allowing the driver to be 
rredgeed to run with' mew level tancireces. a is coo posselfee in wee 
weavaint manes in par ongua9es. 
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 
the OmA•16 provides ine following functions — 
I Two 8 oil I/O carts. A & 8. Each port can be set as an input or outp ut 
under software control. The ports can be addressed as normal I/O 
locations using programmed transter, or via the PC. 8237 DMA convener. 
DMA transfers may be 8 bit 'byre) through the A con only. or 16 bit (wand 
using cam the A and 8 ports. In word mate. double Ouirenng provides 
simultaneous update at the A aria B ports on output. Regarchess of OMA . 
operation. coth cons are addressave at any time as normal I/O batons 
Two external signals. A DIRECTION and 8 DIRECTION provide information 
on tnit current direction of the ports. 
2. DMA transfers may be Meted by an external signal I XFER REOUESTI 
or by an internal tinier The internal timer consists of a 10MHz itai 
oscillator anions through 2 sections 01 an 8254 counter. This OrOVidel a 
cock rate ranging from 2.5MHz to 0.0023Hz land 8 pulses/hr.). The 
enter or external signal or internal cock is va software control 	On 
receipt of a positive rage on the xFER REDUEST input. the XFER 
ACKNOWLEDGE outout goes ow Completion at tne transfer :wren 
memory is acknowlegeo by me xF ER ACKNOWLEDGE output returning to 
the non state. The operating OMA Level is selectable as either Level 1 or 3 
under software contra. The user is required to set uo the 8237 OMA 
controller on ine PC. system board before a transfer A BASIC callable 
suoroutine is Provided to do trus 
3 An interruot cnannel is also aro/idea. Software cannot anows you to 
wed tOo active interrupt level 12-71. and cnoose cenveen a cosruve or 
negative edge ertemal imerruce on the INTERRUPT pm, an interrupt Mom 
the internal timer or a terminal interrupt generated by the 8237 OMA 
controlier 
4. 3 auxiliary output sits. AUX 1-AUX 3. are avadade from the DMA and 
interrupt control registers for general cony* functions, 
PROGRAMMING 
Programming tne PDMA•16 in BASIC is very simple using trie tree 
software cnyer. The driver taxes care of all bawd and PC inhianzation as 
wee as controlling the actual data transfer. Scarce code for Me BASIC 
driver is included and can be mortified to be linked to other uocer eye 
anguages or assembly code. For those not wisning to use the supplied 
software the I/O structure is very simple and luny specifies. The 
structure or the board is described smelly owe and in detail in the 
POMA•16's user manual. 
REGISTER FUNCTIONS 
PORT A 
Pun A data corresconds directly to the data bus. In word mcoe. Port A is 
me ta.st significant Pyle. 
07 	06 	05 	04 	03 	D2 	01 	CO 
A7 	A6 	AS AA 	A3 	A2 M 	A0 
PORT 8 
Port B data comesponds directly to the data bus. In word moos, Port El a 
the most signecant byte. 
07 . - 	 05 	05 	04 	03 	02 	DI 	CO 
...-.  
87 ' 	136 	EL5 	84 83 82 81 	50 
OMA CONTROL 
The OMA control register Xs have the 'deriving functions:— 
07 	06 	35 	04 	03 	02 	31 	DO 
DMA 	OMA 	Aux2 	AUXI 	LFER 	BYTE 	8 	A 
ENABLE 	LEVEL SOURCE 	/WORD 	DIR. 	OIR. 
a 	one 
o -ave..* U.Leven i 	 , ...era 
• -in,eieo 	• -Le. J 
a -€,Irna, , .0E 4 	AO. 
• ..,flierie 425 , .....er 
INTERRUPT CONTROL 
The interrupt control register Oils nave the following functions:— 
07 	06 	05 	OA 	03 	D2 	01 	DO 
INT INTERRUPT 	AUX3 	INT 	SOURCE 	SLOPE 
 ENABLE 	LEVEL 
0. °arms 	OM . Imam 	 [Om Eames mu 	0..eogo 
1 . ituom0 	CO' ""za" Of .11Z37 fen.I. -asp 
ola - Le wl 1 
Ott .uno 3 	




1 , 0.r.rwe 6 
tti.u.• 7 
I/O MAP 
The DMA-t6 uses 8 consecutrve lalatiOnS in I/O address soace imis does 
not interfere with memory addressing in any way). The BASE ADDRESS 
is set by a 7 position OIP switch and can be on any 8 but boundary in rite 
aecooed address range of 0¢0 3FB not. I normal useade range is 100• 
3F8H). An example of setting me BASE ADDRESS switch is shown bet 
WM •OTISI. 
. 	 . 
The addresses are mapped as follows:— 	 . 
ADDRESS 	 FUNCTION 	 TYPE 
	
BASE +0 a port 	 R,'N 
... 1 	 3 port ;ivy 
.i- 2 DMA control 	 21'N 
.. 3 	 . 	nterriot control a,• 'N 
.. 4 Gunter 0 	 1, N 
••• 5 	• Counter 1 ;, ,v 
ii- 6 Counter 2 	 Riw 
- 7 	 Czntroi .5 
Status 	 ; 
i d - reap. w - wntei 
Note that the first a addresses correspond to tie Digital i3O aria :or.troi. 
aria :he tact 4 addresses correscona to trig 8254 timer 
... 	 - - 
71..  	.S. 	7..i 	-'! 	2.1 	Si 	:... 
— - 
, . 	,1 
SwiTCHEs .•vE OECIM•t../ALuES AS • BOVE 'M 
7 .E -̀'Fg -  POSITION yv "Mt •op.. posino, 
oEciwAL vALLis IS ZERO. 
SPECIFICATIONS 
DATA TRANSFER 	 0 to I25.000 WORDS (16 bin per 
RATE 	 second 
0 to 250.000 BYTES i8 PO per 
second 
LOGIC LEVELS 	 RAN TTL =Dabble on 00th inDUIS 
and OUtOUtS 
Input rngit Voltage 	 2.0 V min. 
tnout Low vortage 8 V max. 
Output Hign Vonage 	2.4 V  min. 
Output Low Voltage 5 7  max. 
POWER SUPPLIES 
+ 5 von 	850 MA NO. 1 11/5 max 
+12 wit 	not used 
- 12 vat 	rot used 
PHYSICA L 
Size 	 2/3 slot. well not ht in XT "halt - uots 
to 60 Degrees C Operating Temp. 	' 	0 
SlOrdoe romp. - u0 to +100 Degrees C. 
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ANALOG OUTPUT BOARD 
MODEL DAC-02 
FEATURES 
• 2 Analog Output Channels 
• 12 Bit Resolution 
• +5. +10, ±5, ±10 V Output Ranges 
• 4-20 mA Current Loop Capability 
• Plugs Directly Into The IBM PC 
• Calibration Software Included 
APPLICATIONS 
• Servo Control 
• Programmable Amplifier 
• 12 Bit Resolution Voltage Source 
• Function Generator 
BLOCK DIAGRAM 
RP 
.5M .5 • •5G , ST (AIM TI..•05MA3F OF 	 BUS..€35 
• I•CmIRE 5 •.0 
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The OAC-02 consists of 2 separate double buttered 12 tit multi-
vying 0/A channels plus interface circuitry. The 0/A converters 
may oe used writ} a fixed O.C. reterenas as canyentionat 0/A's. 
On board references al - 5 y and - 10 v provide output ranges at 
0-5y. 0-10y, t 5y and 10 y and 4-20 mA for onxess °antral 
•current Om. Allemativery. the 0/A's may be operated with a 
vanabie or A.G. reference signal as multiplying 0/A's, Me output 
is me product of reference and digital inputs. Wills an A.G. refer-
ence. the unioaar outputs provide 2 auaarant mut/location and 
me bipolar outputs provide 4 quadrant operation. 12 tat accuracy 
is maintained up to 1 KHz. 
Since aata is 12 bits, data is written to each 0/A in 2 consecu-
tive aytes. The nrst byte is ;ne least significant ano contains the 4 
'east significant bits of cata see Data Format seLhoni. The sec-
ona Pyle is the most significant and Contains :he most significant 
3 bits at aata. The ieast significant byte is usually written iirst and 
stored in an intermediate register in the 0/A. having no effect 
on the output. When the most significant byte Is written. ns aata 
is added :3 the stored !east significant rata and presented 
"'proaasice ' to the 0/A converter thus assuring a singe step ua-
oate This process is known as Coucte puttering. 
A "copy Disk comes wan tnis board wnicn contains a Calibra-
:icn Program tar adjusting tne various ranges on ttie boar°. It ac-
tually araws a picture at the board and cants to the appropriate 
Potentiometer tor aalustment. An installation program aiso illus-
trates the base address switcn settings based on the Decimal or 
- Hex - value entered. Finally, a luny documented Program wnicn 
aesribes in detail the simple steps needed to program the DAC-
02. The board uses me OUT command in basic. 
The DAC-02 is packaged on a 5" long "nail-star board suit-
able for use in ail models of IBM PC.'s (including Me portable) 
and ail compatibles Intruding the T.I. Professional. The OAC-02 is 
acaressea as an I/O aevice using 8 I/O locations and tray nave 
rte r/0 address set by means al an on - oaora DIP switch to any 8 
bit boundary in the 255-1023 (clef:1mm) I/O aaareSS space. The 
board uses tne internal 4- 5 v. 4- 2 v and —12 a computer sup-







Llware is 5100 1010 min Ole 0AC-02 is oLPgranwtilngii wore wonI/O 
∎ ,1 wnalevef 300, Kal60n language .5 used 
•uttornno examme snows now IS wow 0415 in BASIC I .s , eaa..v 
.tiaole 	am& anguages. Since one 0/e I rave 1 2 D4 , e5CnurOct 
• 0160 be to the range 0. edgy decree first IOW IM deli WOO 2 WWI 
law, and OHY. inlet • 
00 OH• 	< 'NT(D/161 	'generate nign byte 
, 0 	0 - !6*OH1'. 'cleave remainaer in .ow Pyle 
OL% 	16 • 01.% 	Isnitt low nyooie 4 places ICI 
ins oata 10 11.4 0/A The exam01* ISSIATOS 0/A 10 .15 a owe 
. oress otHes 300 . • 
30 OUT 511300. OL: 	'tow byte 
:0 OUT 3H301. OH% 'hip byte ana toad 
Si 43111nOly •4094194 'SUB.! 	ty,r, 3 ,110.3 , Assks ,”! A4 conTens The 
Dare ana a ^as int 0010 1 /0 400MS .3 orfq. Is 0; A t0 
MOV CL.4 
	
341 uS tor 4 .en snits 
SAL A* CL en iusliTy 33ta 
OUT OX.AX 	 .write to 0/A 00 
The •Glowing Moran, .tt BASIC diusirates now a CaCO2 can 0510411 veriage 
y Gjt•eri s.n. geoenetng 711 IS .144,411 
SuOsl.lurng ∎ fle 'C 'au a vame or000rtiorai 	,liSigtfrtnt Ana Control 
Ufa/nein SOLline0 Oy IMP .104000 00.1 ,03 .5 Mr 
10 INPUT - Enter Ins data from 0 to 4095 ".0 
20 OH% 	INT(0/16) 
30 OLIO 	0 - 16*011e. 
40 OL% 	16'0L: 
50 OUT 3H330.0L% 
60 OUT &11311.0H% 





'AP DATA FORMAT 
Data iormat tor trig 0/A registers it As ToTTOws: - 
  
  
o OAC-02 reauires 8 consecutive aaaresses to 1/0 aaaress 
:. The locations 01 the 0/A registers is as !wows - 
-SE AOORESS +0 	0/A *0 LOW BYTE 
D/A 40 HIGH BYTE 
4-2 	0/A *1 LOW BYTE 
+3 D/A 41 HIGH BYTE 
I next 4  aadresses are redundant and repeat the aoove oat-
rid can De ignored in programming:• 
	
".SE ADDRESS +4 
	
- 0/A *0 LOW BYTE 
" 	+5 - 0/A et) HIGH BYTE 
• +6 
	
- 0/A Si LOW BYTE 
+7 - 0/A 41 HIGH BYTE 
ECTI NG OUTPUT RANGES 
MOW tangs IS same by iwneenog oinis eft IM  ma 0 
yctor myna nag. The various RAM AM MOON as 
' ', NOE MAPES PINS OUTPUT 
+50  D/A 40: 21 to 22 Pin 24 
0/A e1: 15 to 16 Fin 18 
+ 10v 0/A e0: 20 to 22 Pin 24 
0/A 01: taito 16 Pin 18 
. 5v 0/A *01 21 to 22 Pin 23 
0/A irt . 15 to 16 Pin 17 = 1051 D/A 40: 20 to 22 Pin 23 
0/A It . 14 to 15 Pm 17 
-20 mA 0/A o0: 21 to 22 . Pin 25 
O/A . 	15 to 16 g 
A C 	R.!.( OiA 40 :now on pin 22 Pin 24 	2 auacrartt 
Pin 23 • 4 zuaa:antt 
OiA at input on pin 16 Pin 1312 ouaarant) 
Pin 1714 Quadrant) 
•nitootar =Outs 0 • 5v 0- 110v arts 4 - 20 mA. eau coding is rue 010015 
.lie 	ire ana.og nverpon 10 Ire O ■ 001a, 041051  150915.5 e :no =13 e 
.:la c:c,n1 .5 :orrbenlentAry 011511 Cinary e. 2440 C191151 C3r , 3300n03 
- -u11 Scale ana10e ln0 4095 algaai cor+eSOOngS 	— 	SCAM anzoq 
EXAMPLE: 
UNIPOLAR 




USE WITH A.C. REFERENCE 
(DIGITAL ATTENUATOR) 
Apart from its uses as a standard 0.C. cutout 0/A, me OAC -02 • 
can be used with a bipolar or A.G. reference signat. 
With an A.G. reference, me customary terminology of operation 
5 somewhat different. If the output is taken tram the unipolar 
outputs. 2 auaarant operation Is obtained since the reference 
wnicn may be positive or negative is muitioned with a positive onty 
dia,tal signal. II the output is taken from the 0100551 output. Me 
offset digital input can ettectNely De posnive or negative writtn 
!ogetner yin the possible positNe or negatrve states at the refer-
ence results in 4 ouaarant operation. , 
• 
7.3 other parameters are tot interest in A. 	COeratlan. 7 he 
'eedinrougn. 	amount.of resicual sional at cigital zero. The 
teectrucucn writcn is mainty a function of stray cacacitance nses 
with frequency. At IOKHz It is tyC ■ Cally 5 mV ceak - Seal min a 
v reierence. The second parameter that is a limit at a ewer 
freauency. is the accuracy/ frequency charactenstic. lie to cis-
tricuteo casacitance n Ina R-2R laocer nerwork. toe full '2 Sit 
Dertormance of me 0/A tails ort as ine treauency rises. =Dove 
scout t KHz me dynamic pertormance at the 0/ A will be !es; Iran 
12 pit accurate. 
The OAC.02 will perform well in synchrO-Cigital and resomer 
applications far sine/cosine generation wen 300 Hz reference. 
DEC:MAL 	VOLTS 
0 	 0V 
1024 1 25 V 
2048 	2.50 V 
4096 5.00 V 
BIPOLAR 
-10 v to i0 V 
DECIMAL 	VOLTS 
0 	 +10:0 V 
1024 «5 0 V 
2048 	 0 V 
4095 	 tO 0 V 
LOW BYTE: 	07 D6 	05 	04 
BASE + 0 OR 2 93 3110 
j1.581 
HIGH BYTE: 	07 06 	05 	04 
BASE - 1 OR 3 Al 	32 	33 	34 
IMS81 
03 02 01 DO 
I 	I 	a 
CON T CARE) 
03 02 DI 00 
36 37 85 
Writing me low byte stores it in an intermediate register. writing 
the sign byte loads me D/A won Dom tne nign byte ana the stored low 
byre can. FoT a Oil operation. Tam woe zero to tne .ow Dole and au 
!wher operations may men oe performed with tne man oyte Only. 
Assembly language programmers snouio note tnat It sat, is len 
Justified. 16 bit output ocieratpons may be used (e.g. OUT DX. AX) as 
tne data sequence is canventnanat Intel Low/High byte. 



































5 VOLT PEAK 
OUTPUT 
ON 




BASE A 00 R E SS 
9 	6 	7 	6 	5 	4 	3 
UNIPOLAR OPERATION 
DiA NO (0 to +5 V) 
BIPOLAR OPERATION 
DIA #1 ( 10 In 
AC OPERATION 
OA PO (UNIPOLAA OUTPUT)  
BASE ADDRESS SWITCH 
The tam =ram ts set oy a 7 =Awn OIP s•enten en0 can e troxy oe otacea 
worms n I/0 warns soap'. bit am aaaressas owe FE Nair 1255 =mit 
snotna be sermael as mu ware] range * toes by tne enema 1/0 al me =e-
wes. flee 200- 3EF Ma (512 -1 (1231 nagreis range margin cavrtswe enema 
Yen al I/0 some. mann tee stone Ova netes cage 2-23 of tra - TeCIIM:11 
Rnenntae Mawr' Yr passer oartests eta callerelVy Irtsonee oentonsrate. 
Unless vas an Jong the au onnetype Owe lance uses 610,11:911 
range 300-31E tem a seem creme d ease aceareet /nt me WC -02 Wain Os 
302 rm. The OAC402 Mom mil that Wag I/0 =rine* 3:0-307 . The MI' 
mew tn. eAsE ADORE-SS wave • steno ceicer: 
BASE ADDRESS SWITCH SETTING 
Base aoaress mown 
set to Sh300 
(768 aectman 
Actoress 	_Decrrnat 
m ne cu.vatent 
8 
A4 
AS 	 32 
AS 
A? 
AS 	 256 
AS 512 
Mae that a metal tn ire ON aosnon PrreS CCreS to i Zr,. irci ,4 me OFF 
=N  en =moms W the omery ..ecryt a tre orms0Onaing 700233 D4 1512. 
255. 123, 64. 32. 16. 31. tM case 10 440251 a the Sum of all the Of F seven 
MOMS WM. 
4.20 mA CURRENT LOOP OUTPUT 
The 4 - 20 mA current Won output consists of a precision 
current sink formes by a VMOS power F E.T. aria reverse pro-
tection chocle as Shawn below 
A minimum voltage of 3 volts must be maintainel aC7OSS 'hIS 
output circuit to Insure correct bberation. The 'hafnium volt- 
age snould not exceed 36 volts tor power aissioation reasons. 
A 24 v or 36 v loop supply is ideal. There are 2 ways of con-
necting the process loop, grounded load with floating supply 
or floating load with grounded supply. Obviously the seam] 
method allows many loops to 01 cowerea by the same supply 
Out constrains the lad 'fa - be 2 wire floating. The alternative 
connections are snown below:- 
                  
cyn.e5 
LOOP! 
     
ALO•r.3 
SuP•ty 
     
FLO•VNG 
LCAO 
   
              
               
                 
                 




               
DAC-05 
              
    
1 -20 wA  
         
             
3010 
     
                  
     
LL ,1+40 
            
        
CAP./140f0 
LOAD 
        
                 
FRAME a LIME G140. 
• IDECMAL 'MUM Or 0 • 	A OfC9441,.vALul CF .010. 
CONNECTOR PIN ASSIGNMENTS 
A rear new ot me 25 Om 0 =wow It than 
WA, The OAC•02 board Pass lemate 0825 SCCNNI 314 a 
0825P sow cup puno IS more* to mete connec-
tions I Moustilvto pan IP 5140•25). usuary ColPf 3 0r 4 
was 10/A =OM and giVUA01 'And ES red lar 
connections. so that s muto-sr0 din caw is oat ro-
ot/ego. Orate: 25 put 0 connectors are Emmet to RS. 
232C connect:1,51. Output range sinectess w committed 
by tumpenng tens on the pug Pear as Morten ■ 
Me Swum WON -S4Niclitig Output Ranges 
DIG. COM. 	 - 
14 - lay. REFERENCE 
2 
- 5 v. REFERENCE 
DrA at REFERENCE INPUT 
01A 41 BIPOLAR OUTPUT 
CPA 41 UNIPOLAR OUTPUT 
01A NI 4 - 20  mA OUTPUT 
- 10 v. REFERENCE 
-5 v. REF.ERENCE 
0/A sO REFERENCE INPUT 
0/A 00 BIPOLAR OUTPUT 
DrA ea UNIPOLAR OUTPUT 
25 0/A 40 4-20 mA OUTPUT 
• 5 + ocreer from me computer is Suppled On Pin 13 II you usa Intl maw 
AVOW snorting or over ,OaOing at ins comOuier Dower 9u00 1 1, 
SPECIFICATIONS 
POWER SUPPLIES 
+5 v supply: 
-5 • supply: 
+12 v 
-12 v suocw: 







Fiseo reterence ranges: 
•:arlacie -e'erence 'arages 
Reierence input resistance 
voltage nutoui rnoeoance 
. 4olt2ge OutOu t  
Viva Current 
4 - 20 -nA comouance 
,!or :WW1 C•00 
ENVIRONMENTAL 








75 mA ram.. 100 mA mu. 
Not used 
1 5 mA Ms.. 25 mA max. 
25 mA rep.. 15 mA max. 
0.85 wan typical. 
2 
DIP switch seiecteo on any 8 tit 
bounoary. 
12 Pits II part in 4 0951 
/2 LS3 IC 01%1 max. 
• /2 LS3 mu. 
0 to .5 0 tumour, 
0 no 	1 0 v iuniopiari 
S polar -74 	tr 
▪ '0 vt ■ CCL3r I 
4 - 	 114 Carnet 
4 antra 
• :inn  min . " ;irr. 	2 .2 .■ : 771 
71 ,3A 
< 3 • :rut -ax 
= it 15 .inn 
3 - 25 v 
=25 :cmrceg.2. ;won 	• 
feterence) 
▪ opmrceg C. {external ret.l 
tl clo/4/ceg.C. 
- 70 aeg.C. 
-55 to .125 deg. C. 
0 - 95 1 . non-concensfrig 























35 3 274 
0 250! 1 0107 
Pm 1 	 403 7 3 25 
7417 0 0301 
• 11 0 177 
.0.040: 0 0031 
130:1 21 
0 130 : 0 0.0*I 	 -4. 
asimia it/ 	
10 I 0 24 
10.1307 0 0101 
10 031! 013051 
325 	 0 457 0 05 





10.:56  .1:0011 
L.. Mai 
11157550 
• 320 0 0201 	 tl 
021:007 
10 0101 0 0021 
0.31 
101720 1181161 
DIGITAL MOTION CONTROL 
[ha pH,E,WKLAERTE3T QUADRATURE DECODER/ 




"EC..,,NicAL DATA =CUP 1 S85 
Features 
• FULL FUNCTION IN A SPACE SAVING 
PACKAGE 
• SUBSTANTIALLY REDUCED SYSTEM 
SOFTWARE 
• FULL 4X DECODE 
• HIGH NOISE IMMUNITY: 
SCHMITT TRIGGER INPUTS 
DIGITAL NOISE FILTER 
• 8 BIT TRISTATE INTERFACE 
• 12 BIT BINARY UP/DOWN COUNTER TO 
BUFFER THE CONTROL PROCESSOR 
• 12 BIT LATCH AND INHIBIT LOGIC PROVIDE A 
STABLE, 2 BYTE READ OPERATION 
• 8 AND 12 BIT OPERATING MODES 
Description 
The HCTL-2000 ,s an HCMOS IC that performs the quad. 
rature decoder. counter. and bus interface function. The 
HGTL-2000 is designed to improve system performance in 
digital closed loop motion control systems and digital oats 
input systems. It does this by shifting time intensive Quad-
rature Ceti:Kier functions to a cost effective naidware solution. 
The HCTL-2000 consists of a ax Quadrature decoder. 12 bit 
unary uo, down state counter, and 8 bit bus interface. The 
use of Schmitt triggered CMOS inouts and a 3 pit state 
delay filter allows retiaole operation in noisy environments. 
The HC%-7000 provides LSTTL comoatibte in-state out-
cut nutters Oceration s specified Or a temperature •ange 
'ram -40 to -85' C at Vccx ireduencies utS to 3 9 
Package Dimensions 
LEAO FINISH: SOLDER DIPPED 
PINOIJT 
	
DIGITAL DATA ENTRY 
Applications 
• INTERFACE QUADRATURE INCREMENTAL 
ENCODERS TO MICROPROCESSORS 
• INTERFACE DIGITAL POTENTIOMETERS TO 
DIGITAL DATA INPUT BUSSES 
Table of Contents 
• OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS 	 2 
• FUNCTIONAL PIN DESCRIPTIONS 3 
• SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS   4 
• OPERATION     6 
• FILTER OPTIMIZATION 	  9 
• INTERFACING   11 
— GENERAL . 	 11 
— TO MOTOROLA 6801 	  12 
— TO INTEL 8748 	  13 
ESD WARNING: HC 7L-2000 is implemented in a standard 
HCMCS Process wi in mode protection of all I 0 pads. 
Stanadrd DreC3U11C115 tor nanating HCMCS devices. 
snciiiu De ..iri!rrvrii 
1 1 3 
114 
Operating Characteristics 
Table 1. Absolute Maximum Ratings all vo tages betow are referenced to V ss 
Parameter Symbol Limits Units 
OC Sucaly Voltage V ad -0.3 to •T V 
; now voltage V,,, -0.3 to Vol -0 3 V 
Storage Temoerature Ts -40 to -125 *C 
Operating Temoerature Ts ii 	 -40 to •435 	 •C 	1 
Table 2. Recommended Operating Conditions 
Parameter Symbol Limits 	 1 	Unita 
DC Supply Voltage Vdd +3 to -6 V 
Ambient Temperature Ta 'I -40 to .85 •C 
Table 3. OC Characteristics Vdo = 5V = 	= -40 to -85' C 
Symbol Parameter Condition Min. Typ. Max. 	Unit 
V4. 21 Low-Level 
Input Voltage 
1.5 V 
Vits 21  Nigh-Level 
Input Voltage 
3.5 V 
Vt ,,, 	2 Schmitt-Trigger 
Positive-Going 
Threshold 
3.0 4.0 V 
Vt...1 21 Schmitt-Trigger 
Negative-Going 
Threshold 
1.0 1.5 V 
VI, Schmitt-Trigger 
Hysteresis 
1.0 1.5 V 
lip Input Current V,,, = \t o o 









Vo ,, 21  High-Level 
Output Voltage 
Ion = -t.6mA 2.4 4.5 V 
V o l 2. , Low-Level 
Output Voltage 
lot = -1 6m4 3. 2 0 4 	 V 
laz High-Z Outout 
Leakage Current , 
Vo = V s , Or V oo 	 -10 1 -10 	,,,4 
Ida Quiescent Supply 
Current 
V•, = Vs, or V, 
Vo = r-liZ 
50 MA 	1 
C,„ Input 
Caoacitance 
Any Input 3' 5 I 	pF 
Cout Output Capacitance Any Outout ,3 • 7 pF 
NOTES: 
1. Free Air 
2 In general. tor any V, oetween 	 ionits • jv to  .6v 
0.5v and V,,,• ••• V ss - 0:y 	 6 ma reopeci,,,e,y . 
3. Ekcivaing Package capacitance 
3 3V, ana 	0 7V10, V, and V, - vary as F.g I. V, V„„, - 
(TOP VIEWI 
Lao moot lo Mot nom 0 km ool 
a ds ,•011.1 to A 
Of a ..04(1 
09•411.11 rote 
c 
∎ 0 	20 	 :s 	2 
ra 	 •0 	70 	I 7.4.0 Gan 
caw 	 COM C■I 
I .1 9.0 
J Suffix — Casa 620-08 (Ceramici 
N Suffix — Case 648-05 (Pasilei 
DUAL MONOSTABLE 
MULTIVIBRATORS 
WITH SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUTS 
LOW POWER =HOMY 
115 
MOTOROLA 
DESCRIPTION — Each multivibrator of the LS221 features a 
negative-transition-triggered input and a positive-transition-triggered 
input either of which can be used as an inhibit input. 
Pulse triggering occurs at a voltage level and is not related to the 
transition time of the input pulse. Schmitt-trigger input circuitry for 8 
input allows jitter-free triggering for inputs as slow as 1 volt/second. 
providing the circuit with excellent noise immunity. A high immunity to 
VCC noise is also provided by internal latching circuitry. 
Once triggered, the outputs are independent of further transitions of 
the inputs and are a function of the timing components. The output 
Pulses can be terminated by t he overriding dear. Input pulse width may 
be of any duration relative to the output pulse width. Output pulse width 
may be varied from 35 nanoseconds to a maximum of 70 s by choosing 
appropriate timing components. With R ex' = 2 ttO and Ceet = 0. a 
typical output pulse of 30 nanoseconds is achieved. Output rise and fall 
times are independent of pulse length. 
Pulse width stability is achieved through internal compensation and is 
virtually independent of VCC and temperature. In most applications. 
pulse stability will only be limited by the accuracy of external timing 
components. 
Jitter-free operation is maintained over the full temperature and VCC 
ranges for greater than six decades of timing capacitance 110pF to 10 
pF). and greater than one decade of timing resistance 42 to 70 kO for the 
SN54LS221. and 2 to 100 kt1 for the SN74LS221). Pulse width is 
defined by the relationship: t v,lout) = CextRexr 1.n2 A: 0.7 CextRart. If 
pulse cutoff is not critical, capacitance up to 1000 pF and resistance as 
low as 1.4 kO may be used. The range of jitter-free pulse widths is 
extended if VCC is 5 V and 25°C temperature. 
• SN54LS221 and SN74LS221 IS A DUAL HIGHLY STABLE 
ONE-SHOT 
• OVERRIDING CLEAR TERMINATES OUTPUT PULSE 















































SN54LS221 	23 mW 







OD 	 a a 	 NI L. ,C. 
700 
lope: me function table 
TTL 
MS1 
TYPES SN54LS373, SN54LS374, SN54S373, SN54S374, 
SN74LS373, SN741S374, SN74S373, SN74S374 
OCTAL 11-TYPE TRANSPARENT LATCHES AND 
EDGE-TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOPS ...LET,. NO. 0L4 11340 OCT041 m 1•74 — 011/V is( 0 JUN' I WM 
1 1 6 
• Choice of 8 Latches or 8 0-Typo Flip•Flops 
In a Single Package 
• 3-State Bus-Driving Outputs 
• Full Parallel-Access for Loading 
• Buffered Control Inputs 
• Clock/Enable Input Has Hysteresis to Improve 
Noise Rejection 
• P-N-P Inputs Reduce D-C Loading on 
Data Lines ('S373 and 'S374) 
• SN54LS363 and SN74LS364 Are Similar But 
Have Higher VOH For MOS Interface 












I. H L 
L I. K 






















S.a.•01.n•tion of function tabby on oaoo 1.13.  
11404L1773. 5N641373 J PACKAGE 
77(74L I373, 71042373 ....I OA N PACKAGE 
ITOP VIEWI 
SM64L3374. St4645374 J PACKAGE 
3N741.3374. SH7411374 J OA N PACKAGE 
I TOP VIEWI 
Law: sae function table 
description 
These 8-bit registers feature totem-pole three-stare outputs designed specifically for driving highly-capacitive or 
relatively low-impedance loads. The impedance third state and increased high-logic•level drive provide these 
registers with the capability of being connected directly to and driving the bus lines in a bus-organized system without 
need for interface or pull-up components. They are particularly attractive for implementing buffer registers, I/O ports. 
bidirectional bus drivers, and working registers. 
The eight latches of the 'LS373 and 'S373 are transparent D-rype latches meaning that wnile the enable iG1 is high the 
Q outputs will follow the data ID) inputs. When the enable is taken low the output will be iatcned at the level of tne 
data that was set UP. 
MICROCOMPUM / MICROPROCESSOR 	/ MPU) 
The MC5801 is an 8-bit single-chip microcomputer unit IMCUI which 
significantly enhances the capabinties of the M6800 Family of parts. It in-
cludes an upgraded M61380 microprocessor unit IMPUI witn upward-
source and obtect-code Compatibility Execution times of key instruc-
tions have been improved and several new instructions have been add-
ed including an unsigned multiply. The MCU can function as a 
monolithic microcomputer or can be expanded to a 64K byte address 
space. it is TTL compatible and requires one - 5- voit power suopiv Cn-
chip resources include 2048 bytes of ROM. 128 bytes of RAM, a serial 
communications interface ISCD. parallel I/O. and a Three-function pro-
grammapie timer. The MC6803 can oe considered as an MC8801 
operating in modeS 2 or 3. An EPROM version of the MC6801, the 
MC58701 microcomputer, ,s available for systems ceveiooment. Ike 
MC68701 is pin and code compatible with :me MC6901/03 and can be 
used to emulate trie MC6801/03. The MC68701 .5 descnoed in a 
seoarate Advance Information publication. 
• Enhanced MC6800 Instruction Set 
• 8 x 8 Multiply instruction 
• Senal Communications Interface ISCD 
• Upward Source and Object Code Compatibility with the MISEICO 
• 16-Bit Three-Function Programmable Timer 
• Single-Chip a Expanded Operation to 641( Byte Address Space 
• Bus Compete:40 with the memo Family 
• 2048 Bytes of ROM (MC68)1 Gnarl 
• 1x8 Bytes of RAM 
• 64 Bytes of RAM RetainalSe Ounng Powerdown 
• 73 Parallel I/O and Two Handshake Control Lines 
• Internal Clock Generator with Divide-ov-Four Output 
• -40 to 85°C Temperature Range 
• -40 to I05°C Temperature Range 
GENERIC INFORMATION 
























J'C 'o :O'C MC5801L: '.1C:831P , 
-40°C to 85 ° C MC5801CL: MC5901C2I 
- 40°C to 105 ° C MC6801VL; MCE831 .4 1.1 
0°C to 70°C MC58331. MC5803P 
- 40°C to 85°C VIC58:0CL MCE803CP 
-40°C to i05°C MC6903Vi_ MC5803vP 
0 °C to 70 ° C mC68311.1.1 MC550314 1-1 
- 40°C to 85 ° C mC6801CL1 - 1 MC69:13CP1.1 
0•C io 70 °C MCE800L1 MC590:3P1 
-40°C to 85 °C MC5803CL•1 MC6803CP 1 
0 °C to 70°C MC138A01L I MC59A01P1 
0°C :0 70 °C MCE8A03L MC584,03P 
1°C *0 70°C mCe8801LI mC68e01P1 








P:t 13 	 3:Q°35 
vr. 1 10 	 1 D76 
?23 	 x02-17 
2:41 l2 	 ' 40 
PIO 13 	 OP41 
F'' t4 	 27 1 P42 
P12 15 	 36 	.1.3 
P13 18 
P14 17 
P15 1 18 
216 1 19 
217120 
• 40 1 E 
39 t SCI 
381 SC: 
371 P'3:1 
% 1 P3 1 
 25a4M 
34 h P33 
25 Pat 















NOTE No ■ unctiorunq ROM a mC6803 
129. e 
PAM 
1 1 8 
MC6801 •MC6803 
FIGURE 1 - PAW MICROCOMPUTER FAMILY ILOCX DIAGRAM 


































"AtjLr'', P 7322 
124 1 33 43 03 03 t•0 too 
P32 42 . 02 02 110 46eo. 
131 41101 Di 1/0 4. 
P30 AO 00 00 ttO mat. 
St.:2 
SC 







P47 A15 Al I/O .41,10 P10 
P46 414 46 I/O 44114 Aooress 
P45 413 A5 I/0 -4404 Pori .11---1■• P 12 
P44 Al2 AA 1:0 tar 
4 413 
P43 A11 A3 I/O 914 
P42 A10 42 I/O •••••• P15 
P41 A5 • l •••■ Oai 	 • P15 
P40 AS AO lr0 •epo • ••• P17 
20A6 
ROM 
I See Note, 
POWER CONS IDERATI ONS 
The average cn10•unczten ierncerature. 	n 	can oe ootai•ea 'rpm 
T ; TA - iPoml IA/ 
Vhere 
- a. Ambient Temoerature. 
	
8 jA Package Thermal Resistance. -unot:on-ro-Ammenr. 	.".1v 
P O.P'NT.PDORT 
PIN 7 'ICCx VCC , Watts - Cnio Internal Power 
PPORT-POrt Power 013310i110f1. Warts - User Determine° 
For most 300140600n6 PPORT • PINT and can be negtectea• PPORT may oecome significant If the awnce Is contigurea to 
drive Darlington oases or sins LED loads. 
An ao0roximate retabonsreo Detween PO and T j of PpoRT is neglected) is: 
Pp= K 	+ 273°C/ 	 (2) 
Solving eQuatiOnS 1 and 2 for K gives: 
K =Poet TA • 2.7.PC).d JAPPEr 	 131 
Where K is a constant pertaining to Me oartmular Dart. K can oe determined IrOm eauation 3 oy measuring DID .at equwbnuml 
for a Known TA. Using this value of K the values of PO and Tj can oe ootainea ov solving eauations 11l and 121 iteratively for any 
value of TA. 




DMA.PAS - PROGRAMS PDMA-16 FOR ENCODER INPUT 
6801.ASM - READS AND HOLDS ENCODER VALUES 
BEFORE SENDING TO PDMA-16 
JOG.PAS - ALLOWS OPERATION OF ARM FROM IBM-PC 
OPTIONS: 	set up controllers 

































Byte = $08; 
Byte = SOB;' 
Byte = $0A; 
Byte = $02; 
Byte = 506; 
Byte = 503; 
Byte = $07; 
Byte = $83; 
Byte = $82; 
Integer = $0308; 
Integer = $0309: 
Integer = $030A; 
Integer = $030B; 
Integer = $030C; 
Integer = $030D; 










Integer abiolute Address Lo; 
begin 
{ First disable NMI on PC for parity checking } 
Port [ $A0 ] := 0; 
( "Turn off" timer for duration of reset to prevent spurious NMI 
Port.[ Timer_Control ] := 54; 
Port [ Timer_Control ] := 118; 
Port [ Timer_0 ] := 255; 
Port 	Timer_0 ] := 255; 
Port [ Timer_l ] := 255; 
Port [ Timer _l 	:= 255; 
( reset 6801 data acquisition board ) 
Port [ DMA_Control_Register ] := 66; 
Delay(1); 
Port ( Port_B ] := 8; 
Delay(1); 
Port ( Port _13 ] := 0; 
{ disable DREQ to prevent spurious transfers } 
( Port [ Mask Register ] := 5; ) 
Port ( Mask Register 	:= 7; 
set dma mode ) 
Port [ Mode Register ] := 85; 
Port [ Mode Register ] := 87; 
( write starting address for levels 1 and 3, lo byte first ) 
SegPart := Seg ( DMA_1 ); 
OfsPart := Ofs ( DMA_1 ); 
{ Writeln ( SegPart, ' 	OfsPart ); } 
Page := SegPart shr 12; 
Address := SegPart shl 4 + OfsPart; 
{ Writeln(' 	',Page,' 	',Address); } 
{ Port [ Address_Register_l ) := 0; 
Port [ Address_Register_l J := 0; ) 
Port [ Address_Register_3 ) := Address Lo; 
Port [ Address_Register_3 3 := Address Hi; 
( write byte count for levels 1 and 3, to byte first } 
{ Port [ Byte_Count_Register_l ] := 10; 
Port Byte_Count_Register_l ] := 0; ) 
Port [ Byte_Count_Register_3 ] := 6; 
Port [ Byte_Count_Register_3 ] := 0; 
{ set page registers } 
{ Port ( Page_Register_l ] := hi 4 bits of address ) 
Port [ Page_Register_3 ] := Page; 
{ now set mode for PDMA-16 board } 
Port [ DMA_Control_Register ] := 192; 
{ set any interrupts here. If set, install immediately after. } 
Interrupt Control := 0; 
{ set up timer for periodic measurements, 100 Hz sample rate } 
Port [ Timer_Control ) := 54; 
Port [ Timer_Control ] := 118; 
Port [ Timer_O ] := 16; 
Port [ Timer_O ] := 39; 
Port [ Timer_l J := 10; 
Port [ Timer_l ] := 0; 
122 
f clear masks to enable DREQ so DMA transfers can be made } 
f Port [ Mask Register I := 1; } 
Port ( Mask Register ] := 3; 
f now start reading the DMA ) 
repeat 
repeat 
Check := Port ( Port_B ); 
Check := Check and 4; 
until Check = 4; 
Delay(500); 






















Byte = $FE; 
Byte = $04; 
Byte = $02; 
Byte = $01; 
Byte = $08; 
Byte = SOD; 
Byte = $09; 
Byte = SOF; 
Byte = $00; 
Byte = $03; 
Byte = $00; 
Byte = $80; 
Byte = $00; 


























Byte = SFS; 
Byte = SF7; 
Byte = SOE; 
Byte = S1E; 
Byte = $04; 
Byte = $02; 
Byte = SOS; 
Integer = $0309; 
Integer = $0310; 
Integer = $0311; 
Integer = $0312; 
Integer = $0313; 
Integer = 502EC; 








{ abbreviated name 	hex address, 	integer address 





Port [ DT2801 
Junk := Port 
write('1'); 
Port [ DT2801 
write('2'); 
repeat until 
Port [ DT2801 
write('3'); 
repeat until 
Port ( DT2801 
write('4'); 
repeat until 
Port [ DT2801 
write('5'); 
repeat until 
Port ( DT2801 
write('6'); 
repeat until 
Port [ DT2801 
write('7'); 
Delay(100); 
Com Reg ] := Corn Stop; r Dff801_Data_Reg ]; 
_Com_Reg ] := Set_AD; 
Port ( DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
_Data_Reg 	:= 0; 
Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
_Data_Reg ] := 1; 
Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
_Data_Reg ] := 5; 
Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
_Data_Reg ] := 5; 
Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
_Data_Reg ] := 0; 
( now set all D/A s to zero volts output for enable... ) 
Port ( DT2801_Com_Reg ] := Write_DA_Imm; 
write('8'); 
repeat until Port ( DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801 _Data_Reg ] := 0; 
write('9'); 
repeat until Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg  ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port ( DT2801 Data Reg ] := Stop_PMI_Lo; 
repeat until Fort t DT2801_Com Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port ( DT2801 Data Reg ] := St3p_PMI_Hi; 
Port [ Base_Ve-rt_LCE ] := Stop_Mav_Lo; 
Port:( Base vert Hi ] := Stop_Mav_Hi; 
Port ( Elbol:TLo 7 := Stop_Mav 
Port [ Elbow_Hi ] := Stop_Mav_Hi; 
GotoXY(19,11); 
Write('Press and hold black button on controller'); 
GotoXY(19,13); 
write('and then press <ESC> to enable controller.'); 
repeat 
read(Kbd, Enable_Check); 
until Enable Check = chr(27); 
Port [ PDMA_Control ] := Enable"; 
Delay(500); 
Port ( PDMA Control ] := 0; 
ClrScr; 
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.( Setting up D/A, A/D converter. ) 
GotoXY(10,10); 
Write('Controller now enabled. Press any key to continue...'); 
repeat until KeyPressed; 
DT2801-A board now set up for 5 A/D conversions per read, no DMA } 
end; 
procedure Disable Controller; 
const 






Port [ PDMA_Control ] := Disable; 
Delay(500): 
Port [ PDMA_Control ] := 0; 
GotoXY(10,12); 






Ready: 	 Byte = $04; 
Data_In_Full: 	 Byte = $02; 
Data_Out_Ready: Byte = $01; 
Set_AD: 	 Byte = SOD; 
Set_DA: Byte = $09; 
Com_Stop:' 	 Byte = SOF; 
Corn Reset: Byte = $00; 
Set Clock: 	 Byte = $03; 
WriteDA_Imm: 	 Byte = $08; 
Com_Wait: 	 Byte = $04; 
Read Wait: Byte = $05; 
Stop_Hi_PMI: 	 Byte = $08; 
Stop_Lo_PMI: Byte = $00; 
Stop_Hi_Mav: 	 Byte = $80; 
Stop _ Lo _May: Byte = $00; 
Base_Vert_Lo: 	 Integer = $0310; 
Base_Vert_Hi: Integer = $0311; 
Base_Hor: 	 Integer = $02EC: 
Elbow_Lo: Integer = $0312; 
Elbow_iii: 	 Integer = $0313; 
DTA_2801: Integer = SO2EC; 
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Write('What is the desired motor speed? (0-2047 please) '); 
repeat 
readln(Speed); 
until (Speed >= 0) 
Speed_Pos_Hi_Mav 	:= 
Speed_Pos_LoMav := 




Speed Neg_Hi_PMI 	:= 
Speed:Neg_Lop241 := 
and (Speed <= 2047); 
(2048 + Speed) 	shr 4; 
( 	(2048 + Speed) 	- Speed_Pos_Hi_Mav shl 
(2048 - Speed) 	shr 4; 
( 	(2048 - Speed) - Speed_Pos_Hi_Mav shl 
(2048 + Speed) 	shr 8; 
(2048 + Speed) - Speed_Pos_Hi_PMI shl 8; 
(2048 - Speed) 	shr 8; 









Writeln(' 	  '); 
GotoXY(31,2); 
Writeln(': 	 1'); 
GotoXY(31,3),; 
Writeln(': 	Speed 	); 
GotoXY(31,4); 
writeln(': 	 1'); 
GotoXY(31,5); 
writeln('i 	 ); 
GotoXY(31,6); 
Writeln('; 	 :'); 
GotOXY(31,7); 




Writeln('     '); 
GotoXY(10,10): 
Writeln('; 	 : I ); 
GotoXY(10,11); 
writeln('; 	Base Ver 	 Base Hor 	 Elbow 	;'); 
GotoXY(10,12); 
Writeln(':     ; ' ): 
GotoXY(10,13); 
Writeln(11 	 ;'); 
GotoXY(10,14); 
Writeln(': 	8 	 6 --- + 	 7 --- + 	'); 
GotoXY(10,15); 
Writeln(': 	2 	 :' ); 
GotoXY(10,16); 
Writeln(11     ; ' ); 
GotoXY(10,17); 
Writeln(': 	 11): 
GotoXY(10,18); 
Writeln(11 	 l'); 
GotoXY(10,19); 
Writeln(':  	 1') ; 
 GotoXY(16,23); 
Write(' 	Press <ESC> to exit to main menu'); 
repeat 
read(Kbd,Motor); 
case Motor of 
'8': begin 
Port [ Base_Vert_Lo ] := Speed_Pos_Lo_Mav; 
Port [ Base Vert Hi ] := Speed_Pos_Hij4av; 
Port [ Elbow_Lo 7 := Stop_Lo_Mav; 
Port [ Elbow Hi ] := Stop_a_Maiv; 
Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] := Write_DA Imm; 
repeat until Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg T <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801_Data_Reg ] := 0; 
repeat until Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801_Data_Reg ] := Stop_Lo_PMI; 
repeat until Port [ DT2801_ComReg ] <> Data_In_Full: 
Port [ DT2801_Data_Reg ] := Stop_Hi_PMI: 
GotoXY(10,18); 
write( '1 	 Stop Stop 
end; 
'2': begin 
Port [ Base_Vert_Lo ] := Speed_Neg_Lo_Mav: 
Port [ Base Vert Hi ] := Speed_Neg_Hi_May; 
Port [ Elbow_Lo ] := Stcp_Lo_Mav; 
Port [ Elbow Hi ] := Stop_Hi may; 
Port ( DT280Y Com Reg ] := Wate DA Imm; 
repeat until Tort— [ DT2801 Com _ Re-g T <> Data_In_Ful l;_ 
Port [ DT2801 Data Reg ] := 0; 
repeat until Port DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801 Data Reg ] := Stop_Lo PMI: 
repeat until Tort T DT2801Com Reg T <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801_Data_Reg ] := 
128 
129 
; ' ) 
GotoXY(10,18); 
Write(': 	 Stop 	 Stop 
end; 
4 : begin 
Port ( Base_Vert_Lo ] := Stop_Lo_Mav; 
Port [ Base Vert _Hi ] := Stop_Hi_Mav; —  
Port [ Elbow_Lo ] := Stop_Lo_Mav; 
Port [ Elbow_Hi ] := Stop_Hi_Mav; 
Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] := Write_DA_Imm; 
repeat until Port [ DT2801 Com Reg ] <> Data  
Port [ DT2801 Data Reg ] := 0: — 
repeat until -fort T DT2801_Com Req ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801 Data Reg ] := Sliged_Pos Lo PMI; 
repeat until fort T DT28 01 Com 	Reg ) 7> Bata In _ Full ; _ _ _ 
Port ( DT2801 Data_Reg 	:= Speed_Pos_Hi_PMI; 
GotoXY(10,18)7 




Port [ Base_Vert_Lo ] := Stop_Lo_May; 
Port [ Base Vert Hi ] := Stop_Hi_May; 
Port [ Elbow_Lo T := Stop_Lo_Mav; 
Port [ Elbow Hi ] := Stop_Hi _May; 
Port [ DT2801Com_Reg ] := Write _DA Imm; 
.repeat until fort [ DT2801_Com_Rig T 	<> Data_In_Full; 
Port DT2801 Data Req ) := 0; 
repeat until fort t DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801 Data Reg := Speed_Neg_Lo PMI; 
repeat until PortDT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Uata_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801_Data_Reg := Speed_Neg_Hi_PMI; 
GotoXY(10,18); 
Write('; 	. Stop 	 Stop 
tend; ;; • 
'7': begin 
Port [ Base_Vert_Lo ] := Stop_Lo_Mav; 
Port [ Base_Vert Hi ] := Stop_Hi_May; 
Port [ Elbow Lo T := Speed_Pos_Lo_May; 
Port [ Elbow Hi 	:= Speed Pos Hi May; 
Port [ DT2801 Com_Reg ] := write DA Imm; 
repeat until fort [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801 Data Reg ] := 0; 
repeat until 'fort T DT2801_Com Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801 Data_Reg 	:= Stop_Lo_PMI; 
repeat until iort ( DT2801 Com Req ] <> Data In Full; 
Port [ DT2801 Data_Reg ] : 74 StEp_Hi_PMI; 
GotoXY(10,18)7 
Write(': 	Stop 	 Stop 
end; 
; 
' ) ; 
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Port [Elbow_Lo 	:= Speed_Neg_Lo_Mav; 
Port [ Elbow Hi ] := Speed_Neg_Hi May; 
Port [ DT280I Com_Reg 	:= write DA Imm; 
repeat until fort ( DT2801_Com_Reg T <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801 Data Reg ] := 0; 
repeat until Fort P DT2801_Com Reg 1 <> Data_InFull; 
Port ( DT2801 Data Reg 1 := St3p_Lo PMI; 	
_ 
 
repeat until fort T DT2801_Com_Reg I <> Data_In_Full; 
Port [ DT2801_Data_Reg ] := Stop_HiPMI; 
GotoXY(10,18); 

















Base_Vert_Lo ] := Stop_Lo_May; 
Base Vert Hi ] := Stop_Hi_May; 
Elboi7/_Lo I := Stop_Lo_May; 
Elbow Hi ] := Stop_Hi_May; 
DT280I Com Reg ] := Write DA Imm; _ _ 	 _ 
until Port [ DT2801_Com_Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
DT2801 Data Reg ] := 0; 
until Tort T DT2801_Ccm Reg ] <> Data_In_Full; 
DT2801 Data Reg 	:= Stop_Lo PMI; 
until fort T DT2801_Com Reg T <) Data_In_Full; 
DT2801_Data_Reg ] := St3p_Hi_PMI; 
10,18); 
Stop 	 Stop Stop 
end; 
end; 






















Write('Make selection by pressing first letter of option'); 
repeat 
Choice := "; 
read(Kbd,Choice); 
until UpCase(Choice) in 	,'J','Q']; 
Choice := UpCase(Choice); 
case Choice of 
'5'; Setup Controller; 
'D': Disable Controller; 
'J': Jog; 
'Q': Disable Controller; 
end; 









REQUEST LINE. 	EACH TIME A DATA TRANSFER 
PORT 2 BIT 4 IS SET TO LOGIC 1. 
2 BIT 4 MUST BE SET BACK TO LOGIC 4 AFTER 
BYTE TRANSFER TO RESET THE D.M.A. REQUEST 
ELBOW 	  
NMI LDAA #00H 	;2 prepare data-not-ready 
STAA PORT2 ;3 send data-not-ready 
LDD D000H 	;5 start with elbow joint 
ELBOW LSRD ;3 shift right 
LSRD ;3 shift right 
STAA TEMP 	;3 store unaltered high byte 
ANDA 403H ;2 
BNE PASS1 	;3 branch if not zero 
LDAA DEC1 ;3 load decoder 1 previous value 
ANDA #03H 	;2 mask out all but 2 highest bits 
BNE OUT1 ;3 branch if not equal, no overflow 
LDAA OVDEC1 ;3 load overflow count, decl 
ADDA 404H 	;2 add 04H to acc. a for 1 more ovfl 
STAA OVDEC1 ;3 save new overflow count 
BRA OUT1 	;3 
PASS1 LDAA DEC1 ;3 load decoder 1 previous value 
ANDA #03H 	;2 mask out all but 2 high bits 
BNE OUT1 ;3 branch if not zero 
LDAA OVDECI ;3 load overflow count, decl 
SUBA 004H 	;2 sub 04H from acc. a, 1 less ovfl 
STAR OVDEC1 ;3 save new overflow count 
OUT1 LDAA OVDEC1 ;3 load overflow count 
ADDA TEMP 	;6 add hi byte to overflow count 
STAA PORT1 ;3 store hi byte in output port 
LDAA 408H 	;2 load 4th bit set 
STAA PORT2 ;3 send d.m.a. request 
LDAA #00H 	;2 reset port 2 bit 4 
STAA PORT2 ;3 d.m.a. request now reset 
LDAA 408H 	;2 load 4th bit set 
STAB PORT1 ;3 store lo byte in output port 
STAA PORT2 	;3 send d.m.a. 	request 
LDAA #00H ;2 reset port 2 bit 4 




VERTICAI, 	  
new do vertical 
LSRD ;3 shift right 
LSRD ;3 shift right 
STAA TEMP 	;3 store unaltered high byte 
ANDA 403H ;2 
BNE PASS2 	;3 branch if not zero 
LDAA DEC2 ;3 load decoder 2 previous value 
ANDA 1103H 	;2 mask out all but 2 high bits 
BNE OUT2 ;3 branch if not equal, no overflow 
LDAA OVDEC2 ;3 load overflow count, dec2 
ADDA 004H 	;2 add 04H to acc. a for 1 more ovfl 
STAA OVDEC2 ;3 save new overflow count 
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;THIS PROGRAM CONTAINS 6801 SETUP ROUTINES AS WELL 
;AS TEST AND MEMORY EXAMINE ROUTINES FOR EVALUATION 
;OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND VERIFICATION OF PROPER 
;FUNCTION OF THE 6801 SLAVE ENCODER/DECODER BOARD. 
	  MAIN PROGRAM 
SERIO 	.EQU 	F7EAH ;serial i/o configure 
SRMR .EQU 10H 	;serial rate and mode control 
SERRX 	.EQU 	12H ;serial receive register 
SERTX .EQU 13H 	;serial transmit register 
OUTPUT .EQU 	FFFFH ;all outputs 
DDR1 	.EQU 00H 	;port 1 data direction register 
PORT1 .EQU 	02H ;port 1 data register 
DDR2 	.EQU 01H 	;port 2 data direction register 
PORT2 .EQU 	03H ;port 2 data register 
DDR4 	.EQU 05H 	;port 4 data direction register 
TRCS .EQU 	11H ;trans, rec control and status 
STACK 	.EQU OOFFH ;location of stack 
 MEMORY SETUP 	  
.ORG 	0080H 
TEMP 	.BLKB 1 
DEC1 .BLKB 1 
OVDEC1 .BLKB 1 
DEC2 	.BLKB 1 
OVDEC2 .BLKB 1 
DEC3 .BLKB 1 
OVDEC3 .BLKB 1 
MEMSTT .BLKW 1 
MEMSTP .BLKW 1 
.ORG 	F800H 
START LDS ;STACK ;set stack pointer for interrupt 
LDAA 	#0013 
STAA TRCS ;serial port now disabled 
LDD 	*OUTPUT 
STD DDR1 ;port 1 now output 
LDAA 	IFFH 
STAA DDR4 	;pOrt 4 now output 
WAIT 	WAI 	 ;wait for interrupt 
BRA WAIT 	;always go back to wait for int. 
	  NMI SERVICE ROUTINE 	  
THIS ROUTINE SERVICES THE INTERRUPT CREATED BY 
THE IBM-PC CONTROL PROGRAM AND COLLECTS THE 
ENCODED POSITION OF EACH DEGREE OF FREEDCM. 
THE EONCODED POSITICNS ARE DECCDED AND CHECKED 
FOR OVERFLOW OR UNDERFLOW AND ADJUSTED 
APPROPRIATELY. THE DATA IS THEN FED BACK 
TO THE IBM- PC AS TWO 8 BIT BYTES, UNDER IBM-PC 
D.M.A. CONTROL. PORT 2 BIT 4 CONTROLS THE 
133 
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BRA 	OUT2 	;3 
PASS2 	LDAA DEC2 ;3 load decoder 2 previous value 
ANDA 	403H 	;2 mask out all but 2 high bits 
BNE OUT2 ;3 branch if not zero 
LDAA 	OVDEC2 ;3 load overflow count, dec2 
SUBA 404H 	;2 sub 04H from acc. a, 1 less ovfl 
STAA 	OVDEC2 ;3 save new overflow count 
OUT2 	LDAA OVDEC2 ;3 load overflow count 
ADDA 	TEMP ;6 add hi byte to overflow count 
STAA PORT1 ;3 store hi byte in output port 
LDAA 	408H 	;2 load 4th bit set 
STAA PORT2 ;3 send d.m.a. request 
LDAA 	400H 	;2 reset port 2 bit 4 
STAA PORT2 ;3 d.m.a. request now reset 
LDAA 	408H 	;2 load 4th bit set 
STAB PORT1 ;3 store lo byte in output port 
STAA 	PORT2 ;3 send d.m.a. request 
LDAA 400H 	;2 reset port 2 bit 4 
STAA 	PORT2 ;3 d.m.a. request now reset 
	  BASE HORIZONTAL 	  
BASHOR LDD 	9000H ;5 finish with base horiz. 
LSRD ;3 shift right 
LSRD 	 ;3 shift right 
STAA TEMP 	;3 store unaltered high byte 
ANDA 	403H ;2 
BNE PASS3 ;3 branch if not zero 
LDAA 	DEC3 	;3 load decoder 3 previous value 
ANDA 403H ;2 mask out all but 2 high bits 
BNE 	OUT3 	;3 branch if not equal, no overflow 
LDAA OVDEC3 ;3 load overflow count, dec3 
ADDA 	404H 	;2 add 04H to acc. a for 1 more ovfl 
STAA OVDEC3 ;3 save new overflow count 
BRA 	OUT3 
PASS3 LDAA DEC3 ;3 load decoder 3 previous value 
ANDA 	1038 ;2 mask out all but 2 high bits 
BNE OUTS 	;3 branch if not zero 
LDAA 	OVDEC3 ;3 load overflow count, dec3 
SUBA 404H 	;2 sub 04H from acc. a, 1 less ovfl 
STAA 	OVDEC3 ;3 save new overflow count 
OUT3 	LDAA OVDEC3 ;3 load overflow count 
ADDA 	TEMP 	;6 add hi byte to overflow count 
STAA PORT1 ;3 store hi byte in output port 
LDAA 	408H 	;2 load 4th bit set 
STAA PCRT2 ;3 send d.m.a. request 
LDAA 	400H ,;2 reset port 2 bit 4 
STAA PCRT2 ;3 d.m.a. request now reset 
LDAA 	40814 	;2 load 4th bit set 
STAB PORT1 ;3 store lo byte in output port 
STAA 	PORT2 ;3 send d.m.a. request 
LDAA 400H 	;2 reset port 2 bit 4 
STAA 	PORT2 ;3 d.m.a. request now reset 
 now all data has been sent --- 
LDAA 	410H 	;2 prepare data sent signal 
STAA PORT2 ;3 send data-sent to IBM-PC 
DUMMY RTI 	 ;10 return from interrupt 
ONE READ CYCLE OF ENCODERS NOW FINISHED 
	  MEMORY EXAMINE 
THIS ROUTINE SERVICES AN IRQ TYPE INTERRUPT 
FOR MEMORY EXAMINATION PURPOSES. IT WILL TAKE 
A FOUR CHARACTER ASCII STRING AND CONVERT IT 
TO HEXADECIMAL FOR A STARTING MEMORY LOCATION 
TO EXAMINE. IT THEN TAKES ANOTHER FOUR CHARACTERS 
FOR THE ENDING MEMORY LOCATION AND THEN FETCHES 
THOSE MEMORY LOCATIONS, DISPLAYING THEM ON A 
VIC-20 OR COMMODORE-64 SCREEN. ALL COMMUNICATION 
IS DONE AT 300 BAUD. 
IRQ 	LDD 	#SERIO ;load data form, sp, conf. tx, rx 
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OUTPUT 
    
       
 
* - CONVERT TO ASCII FROM HEX AND OUTPUT 
  
■ 




ALPHA' ADDA 	#$37H 







     
         
    
LOAD INDEX 
   
       
         
LODINX LDX 
	
,MEMSTT ;load starting addr. for mem exch 
   
BRA 	RTH 
    
     
MEMORY FETCH 
  
       
 






    
 
	  VECTOR TABLE 
  
   
.CRG 	SEFFOH 









    
       
Appendix G 
SIZING CALCULATIONS FOR LINKS 
AND DRIVE SYSTEMS 
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